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By act,ion '01' the' . OO\it:nCil o;f the. Soctet,y,.,the ':: ... , ' 
fifth ~miuakine,e;ting"o;f "the Sooiet:y,ha:s ,be{}n; , ", 
called for ,Apti:l :aB:,and 2'7:-in. orde.!" th,a:t :,i,t;ma,y, ",,', , 
be hel;d: Qonnec'tr,on':wtth"the ,annu~l' lllee.t,i~n'g"of;. '.~"" , 
the Oent:ral: ,Sec.rt'i'on, Q:t the AmeriC,an Anth,r,op.91Qgic-al " 
ASBociatidn;'"a;s'has .'beJ::m .. t.he cust,om i.nthe' last. fe:w " 
years. In: r,esporrse:~'to,co:rdiaL i:riVl'Gatlo11B;;r'ecGi ved 
from vartd'Us':off:tciala,;and 'organizat':i,ans';inIn..;.' . 
dianapolis ",Indiana, 'that .' o:ity ·has ,'been. :.chOSel1~aB 
the place of' It\ee,ting .;'; . "', 

'In' abdotcl:'anc'ewith·,the ,practice '; ,:sev:era:l 
years standi~g; the sessiona 'pro'bably :'will,<be' "<. ,':' , 
held only"on'Fritlay, and ~at:uI:dayof the'week-eud' 
because of the difficulty of securing attendance 
for a longer ,period, It does not seem practical 
to issue "~ -general Call f6rpapers to bexead at' 
the meet~l1g$,; 'b~ca~se . the 'lack of . icient 
time' for their pre:s ant at ion' / An annual bllsi'nesB 
meeting:w~ll 'held for the election of icers 

. and transacticin. of' ·other'bus Be. 
" . 

,; , ... ' 
t·' _ .' . 

A'p:reliminary program:of the· meetings, and 
specific' instructionsf6r ine 'benefit 'of' those" 
expect'ing'to' at.tenet:, 'ar§'bEd~ngptepared for tl1e ,., .. 
Yiarch pages of "the N6teD66k~',' ',., ..... ',' .,' "". '/'.! 
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Society for American Archaeology, ., 1940. 

El\'l'O,b 0 SURE, 

The accompanying reprint outlining the Ii ic 
Needs of American Archaeology" appears as an ex-
c ,outline for the organization of the 

anyone. Those who are: bl'eased with .the 
eh makes possible the 'support .of men alJ.d 

acquiring of space Which makes it ,possible to oarry 
on the, various aspect s of the prograrll ,PT ' 
simultaneously are of course extJ;'emely fortuna't 
I do not think it bumptious, to s"t,.1ggest ~hat an 
occasional check-over of the organ1zdti6h onthe~ 
basis ot.an .outline such as this often b.ri:r1gs; to' 
light small but important aspects which may' be 
changed fOl' the better. Such improv'ements oft 
increase the efficiency of the orgf.!,ni,zat.i.on;. improve 
its ability to meet broadening horizons, ,and'g,en"-
e incrE1a,ae the validity andintere'st' o'fthe ' 
work. 

To the 'person ~ho is working alone or with" , 
limited timet backing, or what-not, the temptation 
is to say, concerning such programs of organization, 
IId.oes not apply to my work for it is based on 
an assUmption that much is needed in the way of re
sources If. On second thought however it may be seen . 
that such is not the case. No matter What the situ-
at is the general aim of all Archaeologists is 
"to make the past live again" and this can be done 
regardless of the resources Which p,reat hand. 
Probably the simplest organization of archaeologioal 
work is to be found in the single worker who is in-
terested ilyiri the oc'casional we.,lks in search 
of eta ,be found orit,he surfaoe. The fun 
of' up speoimens can be enhanced by Iforganizing!l 
the easure, A Sunday afternoon's finds can be cata~ 

gued on during the week. Rainy Sundays 
can be spent recording the sites and finds upon 
maps. Onels e may be drafted and thus prevented 
from growl so much about the mess on the living 
room t . Winters, when the pickings are 
covered with snow; may be spent tracing the distri
bution of the types of things which have been found; 
reading about similar things that others have found. 
Before one re izes it such a program will produce 
a mass a and a nwnber of ideas which will form 
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a basis for ,a repO,rtof co:qsiderable iIlterest., 
Try wrlt irigit, pr'obt!J~lyasvmrilary ''Of:' it wilT~, 
be jus,t right fo';r the;':N,Oi'.EB.OOK7 'orev~n:better";'" 
the li~h,oTe . thing' X(lt::,y:'be pI:1irt~d" . ,A1JTI'QUITY,.:: ";, ... ' " , , . 

. .' . .' '.: ," .- .. "" .:." . " .' - " i,.~ ;.~', ~" .~_"_': . 

If. you': wish' to :e:xoava te' s.orne" s:ite:you'·can 
go ahead in prao'ticallyt'l:ie "same 'way .,i·'One'pr .' 
several people' do '~ridt need all 'the 'resourc'e's whib}l 
are enumerate·d. .ih'oiitlineS' Buoha,s:·this"orIe.<Al::t',,, .'. ,;. 
you needi s'the'pr;ogJ:a~which carr be' deve~6pe'd:oJ.it' ',,' 
of such op.tl;i,Iies~!', T~e,'d~ta'ils' :,Cari'b~,: :vvorkep: . out'" .. ;.' ..... ' " 
according' 'tol;lva'i1:a:t>~e t'e'sources and' youW.illbe:" 
surprized ilt, ,:t,hes~mpl~,c,it,y of, 's'otne defTpite :p'i',ogr~~~.· 
Spenq..:thes;ep,s·on. ,in, ,:the, fi e Id ;,f:lapping ,strll;p:1Y-.',put .' : 
thoro:qghly.(3. sit,eadiggino' cautiously' perli4pa ,t·; ... :'. 

",'" ',,," ' .•. '. ",.' I:l. , . ,.,'". ', .... ', .. ,;, .... .",. 

slowly, but "acco:i'din.g Jto' some plan;. not ing all' the, , 
things which 'YOU,s,ee: ,and think; and, ma:kin,g:a 'field , 
catalogue 'of the .tSPe.cimens which you find. , When 
the dig frE;s,zee up gat,her your J?;ang togetheral'ld 
work in yOUI"1I1a.p6ratoryll·~· 'The 'dinillg" room table 
,is satisfactory --:~ a-:berich' iTI:t'h'e'ceThiri's better' 
from the distaf1polht 'of view;· " 'Here 'tl1etflaps " ,. 
and diagrartls,ca:Iibe:worked, 6,ver,tne a.peclme'ns 
washed, repaired arid ~:the' irilpli'6ations:ofthe".ex;.... .,' 
cavation ha'she'd'ove'f:;. ':Before :you know ':1 tyouhave 
the repQr.t :ofY01ll':'s:l/te al}'d,one::6:nq'submitted: ' . 
somewhere for publi6a:tibri.>:A:bove al1thirigsa.On It ,'. 
let the extens,ive prepf).r~tioq6 of a 1:a;rge o~gan;iza-
t ion s'c'are'you out· '6fwhat . you want'to d'6.Tn·· . '. 
reali ty the whole t.hing,is'sirflple 'ando:nlyappears . 
cOl11plicatedb'ecp .. us~ a:n:1nst;i tut'fctihasavaflable.: . ' . J • 

the resources whfchperr4it add iii i, oIi of, !,s'8pal"at'e, 
units to take:'care ::6f ::d,iffer,ent'priJ;'t:'s'of:the 
program" 

A letter:' from Adant:;',Tr'egan'~a, ,2639 Oollege 
Av~nue, B',erkeley,; . .9~ii'f6rn1~'h£ingslip'a; ',p,t>ir:tt over'· 
wh1 many tears.an:d,gallqnsof bleod:haV'sbeen' 
spilt. Unfortuiltttelythe'space 'available d6's'srio-t 
permit the inclusion of the whole let'telr and so '. 
your Editor has presumed to offer a comrnent. If I 
am out of order I expect to ,be ~hqrQughly and com
pletelysquashed. The point hinges upon the question 
of pers.onal reactions to the criticism of one's work. 
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The products' o,f any "sort ,ofarc~~ae()'log1ba:il'ec- : 
search should be offe-redas :tl18:re'~:n)l't/of loglc,a..1, , ' ", ' 
argurnent. By the, sanii:L'tok\3n :C,riticisniso'! the 'resillts 
of some argument should be offered as further logical , 
discussion of the problem',at haneL, ,In t·his, J!,ay the. 
development of conclusion,s ,fromany~t:yp~ :Qf'~rcha:eolog-:
ical work "'partake ~of a lnGj.themat icalCh~racte:r:and in ' 
no sense is ther e or'sho'J.lct there' be ,r:erle6't ioris ' , 
upon one's personal charact:ex'or 'api1.fty ~ '::~IiJ:3't'akes ' 
are, unfortunately, ,charac:terl st ic df h1..1maTl;s,',eV'en 
geniuses make them; but, f()rtunately t'h~ cdrrecti6n ' 
of a m,istakeclarifies a situation a:rAaiclS'.-in'the' 
progress which, weare ,making." Omi8s~o'ns: of ,fact ',,' 
from argurnents are unfortunate but ,lfwe ,ar.e;interested 
in the truth of matteis,thereasoris fDr sUbhociis~ions 
are not important. 'If i t).8 possible ,toS1.1ppiy"'ln-· 
format iondoncerning, certai,n, points which a:r~ b'(Hn'g 
di scus sed w'e sho'L'tld be conc erl1.ed ,only, wi't1). :thefaot 
supplied not 'with any imJ!'licatto~1s6f personali:ty , 
on the part· of the aiJ,thor '8i ther, ,of the ,or igina,l 
argument or the one' vrho ,~a.dds", the informq.t ion, " If 
the addition· of facts nullifies the, original'a:!':":', , 
gument there should be no, inm1i9-ationscpnde,rri':i'ng 
the personality of: the ,author.; ,.SuCh imp;'icai{iohs 
belong in another f,ield ,. completely' di\r.orced;ftom 
the search for the truths of )\.nt,1uopological ,thinking .. 

'. . ...... ,. ",.,., -. . 

Throughout the 'history, of 'Anthropologyt:Q:ere are 
many instances of 'Vi tro:li tic :argurllents'v(rhere, the ' 
original pOintbec'ame :obscurediJecause' the,se'vera~ , 
individuals uncorked bottles ,of acid. Thb,pk'heaven 
this sort o'f discussion, if' it;rea,11y, is,' d,~stW3s,ibn 7 ' 

has almost disappeared. After all, Arithropologists 
with the irassumpt ion of D, knowledge of heredity, ' 
should kl"lOW that we are" all, in the same boat as far 
as the physical characteristics of our ancestors are 
concerned; It is certain that -the, identi,ficatlon 
of physfcal, or personalch~,racterist':i.cs rT()i11 '()ne' s ' 
at tem.pt s at 'logtcalargurilentar.e; fror.a .thepqin t 'of' 
view of research most,' LLJogi.cal and therefore e:x:":'" 
tremely in,appropriate. "'. , " ' 

'" 

·"i· 
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.. '. Engli·sh:'.v,s .. ::Mettic '. Systems of:':Mea81ilX~ment):; 
<.·l··<·~-;:.;: .. ,~ .. i:. t,:,::'<}:~' ... ' ~: .:.. .. :"-~,::.~:~~.~ '.;:~~~-. ,'. ;', '~~;\)'.::,:' 

Several lett e1.'s.·ltoillrLlent ihg. 011 the~:' uSB~6;L· the:::· ;: .. ~::.; 
English and Metric syst'ems of mef),surements have 

enn·r~Qeivecl.,. .8-j.p.Ge spaoedoesnot 'p&J:'mit·i~-.:. 
clusioni9f·.:··~pe~e +e1;teJ;9 I £1..!11 til}cipg/,tne < ... (; " ' ... ;:: 
liberty,;,qf prei?ent~ng ,id~as'-: . "'.: ,;~: ,~'.2",::,~~,,,\ ";.' 

• " I'" " -.. < ", ... ' , .' ." ~ ~ • ,.,: '-. ~ , , " .,. ~ ".: : 

. )4!,·.·.' A;thur :Bf:H3to j :SQuth 'W;od.sto6l~'" 9on;nyct~bu~;''',~;, .• :':.1 
writes tn-at he beliiPves. t.hat some, system should, be.· '"/, .,,', 
~greed uJ?0n as a sta:ncial',4,~;for' :u~e, ,;p~1r~jpui§-rlk .. :.,~ .... :; :.<, ',:': 
ln the F;!.eld""He say:s ·that,:wnen he .commenoed,;.e4~ <[' 'r, ,." 

cavatipgthere were. so .~a;ni"proplems t6:,do .. with"·., :',;',::, 
differences in soil oonditions'and.with the.,16oa~'., '., ", 
tion of aFtifac·fs.tho,:t lt~e':use. of .• new syst!?iri,: . ',:,. ,:.' '. 
the metriq, 'on~Yadqed' rinQt.her,cQmpl~qatioh 'tQ :""::""," 
the alre~dy:confus~ng'. f3~t'i:lE:;.tJ.on.To'el1tflinate ' . .....,. 
this he usedthe,Englisp eyster4 with which· he WaS " 
familia:r.: Ashe:pr(j)gr~~~~dwitP:' his, e)f:cavp-t,ion ,,; ... 
people visited him wi th a: desire, tQ:lea::r;n:.'hi&,·, , 
technique and he found likewi se ',that they "were ,. , 
or wouldhay;e,'b~er;t:~ol1fus,~q.Af; ~', st:r;'unf,!.;e(:s¥,~~em .. :.·,.;; 
of measu:remerrt.,had,been;used. ·On'the;other ... hand,,,., .. '.,,: " 
he finds' that·the,WsGof: the "rnetric' s~;st~in is" ,.' ;::: 
becoming mo;r.e: ~requen~ itn9.n6~;,heis' 9gnfrop,ted, :, .. ,~' .. ,'" 
with the quest~on,:of,.whtrt,her:or not tq'9Pa;:qgc;':o .... ;,'" 
to the metric. sY'st84h .. :(ac~st,ob~lievtg,~t~q.t "; ': c~. ,=; ': .:~, .:.' 
some di scuasion a;f·the:,:i::o,stitut ton 'of St.:;, stayriq.ard .. , ,.. c, 

syst em. measur: em~llt . i.o;,the pages toe ~TOT~BPO~·. '>", 

would be,.welcome .. '· '" .'." ' ... :1' ",' ,,, 
" ;, . ~ ~. , . .? ~.. .." '., ..• 

.' .~ 

:Mr~ •. ' ed;Dust:in:~': Sag.in$.W;. Michigp,~i v.r:r::i.t~s~:·· 
an interest qQmrn.ent'uPQr}. the,ofthe~n:i!3tr ie, . 
system whicb.·:is'v:al1,iLabl~'adVice ·,ev,eryone., .He,· 
points out that the Engli system is widely used 
in this country 12lY.,1i}.11.· but v~·ryf:9w .~n4:tha,t., ~t; , .... :' 
is more ea~,ily 1,lP.¢l~r,~t99d !Jy;:t:aI.', t,ht3g;r:eD:t;e~t\,{ .. 
majority of,:peoph=;, i. "EYJ?n.'ftt;> ·L~tin,t~:rn1s.;1El.r,e:,tJie, 
language, qf E3'C i f;m9 e; sQ .. tl1eme.]X ,sy si;em./Ls be-< .,' 
coming the s.ta:q.d,ard.for ,;measuremerit. . However,. ·it', . 1 

. '.',.-
; ,.~' ~'- "" .," 

the scient ists desi;t;e'; to·::h~ve '.:t11e fl? work .. under s.tood. 
by all,. the ,metrxi;.'.measureinents ·used:,shQul.cL'be " ,'" ,"" 
translated: lrii6.fee1;·' and·inches;:so.'tllrit. ,everybody .. ' ... ::' 

may' u.se'tl').ez;n conveniently.' .' .. , .... 
. :', : .".:' .. ,' ''''-'. "". -. --"' '-

, ,- ! 

.. , : ''\ ...... 
, '.~ , . 
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Quotations frema letter by P. ,Schuyler lv1i11er, 
Van Epps-Hartley Chapter, New York State Archae'olog
ical Association," Schenedtady, New York_ 

"Papers presented ,at meetings of learned. societies 
should be made available in sO:n1e way... I ·agree: 'wi th 
you that the l-lotebook has more important uses~ the, 
way was shown earlier -but I still want, to see those 
papers. Having just spent OhrJstmasweek 'as'chairman 
of a cor.ami ttee on publicity, and records fbI' an ed
ucational conference I know how,n.ardit ieto get' 
such things together, but .pne sqiution would be to . 
have file copies of all papers presented held in' one 
place 1 in the Bame' way that theses are held by a, ' 
uni versi ty. An exception to the common university' 
practice (though·· I maybe maligning 'th,e ,collegians) 
might be to have' copies .ofpo.pers madeavailable to . 
those who want them, for the cost of making and· 
mailing the copy_" Prints 'of illust~ations' could be 
supplied on the , sartie 'basis. ' , 

If pub~i,cationthese pa.pers is ,attempted, I' 
should say' that it should, be done tn soine' such forril 
as the Bulletin of the Arc.haeological Socie'ty Of, " 
Oonnect icut, fol;' ,those papers which do 'not find, 
publication elseWhere, or whioh are not merely 
preliminary ,reports of papers', to be written ahd' 
published later~ It is crLi1inal that s6n1e of· the 
papers read at 'meetings of the S.A.A. and sir.111ar, 
groups cannot be used by those who were not at the 
meeting. If the speaker.knows in advance that a 
copy of his pap'ex' is' to be filed with the chaifman 
of the section at which he speaks, there is no goo'd,.' 
reason why h~ should no't be able to tUrn it in. 

-, , . 

Publication of a' mimeographed proceedir;gs on ,.' 
the plan of the.,Oonnec.ticu.t Bulleti!),.'wbUld, I: ~a1n 
afraid, be too expensive" apd 'arduous a· j obat prese.ht:, '-' 
unless some ,volunteer would ta:ke over the work after 
the papers had been col1edted ';;:.' nota reliable, or' . 

isfactory'way out ... Ido .hold 'that' steps should " 
be taken to ..fsetithe papers, plus pert:tnentil:11lstra .... 
tions in the form of 8 x 10 prints of all sliq.e:s used", 
in a place where they can be dO:l.1sul ted~' ,The 'Notebook' 
might then use a few pages to list and abstract the 
papers read at the meeting, but QnlY eton, 
as in Chemical Abstracts. This would serve as an 
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index tp the,meeting, and those who wanted to consult 
specific paper;s:couldask' to have 'coPles, made. :,; ',' 
Whethel' :theseDat)ers':~shouldbe filed: in:'lndividual ' 
folders-:a very"'oulky' affair in ,'the IJ6ng'rh~J. " 
though poss.~ hl.yeasif;;rto use ~'orbound :tnex-· ' 
pensively, with' plates, in a nprocee'd-ings,ll,' f'6r 
the meeting, is sornethj.ng to be decided later:. 
It should be almost", as ea,sy . for a, stenog;rapher 
to copy the text 'of'a,'bound-inpape'r~s':'albo'se 
one, and there' 1's less'chance th£d '1Jhesheets ' •. 
would be lost.·~·' ' . ,--. .' ~'. . ' :.~. 

'Sucp ad~p'osiJory for papers: woula'provide: 
a recorda;.vaiJ.,a:ble' 'to, those interested in' ·learn:.... 
ing what went> on,~tJJ;re,meeting,: woul-d not 'Waste 
valuablesp'ace. ol,"Ct+iy~:albr secrtjopal 'materIal 
which could-be' ,us~d for ma,tters of,'g~era;l' fnt~rest ',' 
and sho111dno.t'o'e" too, hard to"mak~;f workable if 1:{;' ' 

policy .iEt d.efin;i'j;ely.T~~d·downandanh()'Lt!lCed, arid 
speakers made aWar,e',of 'w'ha;tis expectecf, of,th,em '.' 
before the nieeting takes place. 'The quest,iop.·'of , 
plates seems most difficult to settI'e, for 8 x 10 
prints are" expens:i,v.e ,e.i.T~n, at"cost, out if a du
plicate negat;ivec:O:uldb.e,on file ),or, :tfthe. ',' , 
speaker 'would agree' to furn.ish additona.lpr'int:s 
from his own Jl~gat,ivesat' cost', itr~ightbe done.' 
A new negat'ive'ca,n, alvvays:bemade from agl.ossy 
print if necessttl'Y .• , p' " .'" , '" 

To retutn'>tothegel:1er!1lpdl1cy. of 'the 
Notebook,' .1 tseenis' to 'me ,that, ithasfo'l16wed a 
very useful andsn'tisfactorY':coul'sethus far. 
It can ,be,amediutn:of';'pontroversy or exposition> 
where '.AmericaIlAlitiguitycnn', nol.:It 'brings into 
the op'en di.sputes1i\1litch ln1ght 'beoleatedtip If 
more minds were brOught tbnear upbri 'It. ,It ,cQuld, 
for example, be a medium for discussl:onof' Urisettled 
or doubtfulpoints:j.n Ritphie's defini tiOD.of the 
Laurentianaspeot';'·orofsfmflC:lJ:>·1je'ry'general ' 
classifications.: I should 'li,k'etose:e ita. medium' 
for pre sentatiqI1.d{'op~ni6ns ;atld~r~U:menti36nthe,' 
subject 'of chronology throughout'tbe;continent ""
relative and precise - stemming, perhaps from the 
papers at the Chicago meeting (ed. note, Dec., 1939)~ 
Wherever ambiguity or uncertainty seems to exist, 
the Notebook can serve to bring it out in a way whioh 
a journal reserved for (presumably) final judgments 
and mature reflections cannot do. 
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Another pOBs.Eoillty which yO:UJ;1l<:ight. c.onslde:r: ls;; . 
some kind ofgenernl 'report fr'om the.c:ernmic ,repp:s:". " .. 
i tory at Ann A,rborand the IJthic, 1 p,bor.nt o·ry in, 
Ohio, describing w'lifl,t being done, and,explc;ining ., 
v"!!hat is neededfr6ttl the. field. 'wqrke"r in'tihe wG.yof,',,, ' • 
speclmens, etc ... · 

There ieno d(mgerthat n,publicntion' this' 
kind will run out off; material, if only ·yq:u:();unpre ...... , ." 
vail upon busy men to take time out to write W]:Ult i . 
you need. There has not been nnything like tho . 
Notebook beforc,and I imagine that the, averp,ge .pr07.;' 
fessional worker, at least ,does not fee;lfree-to .•. ··· 
unburden himself beforj;l every.lastbi t .. of En.T'ideriOe ;.' 
is and he is sure of himself. That .maybe why, . 
reports .of techniques have predominated upt·o now, 
but I hope the time will come when its pages, snow .. 
the same kind of.diecus~ion which'comes out .in:free':" . 
for-all arguments in hot rooms .and aroundr.estaurl:;tnt 
table sat conventions. As a news-letter ,that isho~v 
it can be most useful. ... . 

. '.'~ ~ 

I always have a feeling that we may De go'ing, '- " 
off half-cocked .in making suggestions ot.this·sort~'. :. 
but if, as .ama teurs ,wedo riot have th.e.,:~i,l1ieto ;add .>, ., 
much in the way of direct researqh, wecanrit ,1.6(:\8t,' 
do armchair thinking of a sort and say wl1at.. .th,ink~) ',~, '.,' 
If we are out of order it is always easy to orack 
down on us without arousing .a.ny profef.?sjiona,lanim0si::f?y, 
and if we are right:aboutsome .,thingf),~o F1.Tll19.~ t11e . .; 
better. A group 'of:. us here, try,'toaot. ".<;1 s.():rt Of':H' 
damper upon a.scient i.st ie,nd 'cifQ'I;1rs ; at., ~h? ,same, 
time we learn .. from him;'andit l7luy. b~ : :t;hat:t,hE3 t,~Gh~ ,: .' 
nique is not a bad one.'· . ii1Jhat, 8ee~s. 'perfE)"{jtly·'q'bvio1.i'S . 
to the man' making a study i89ft'en unyt,llillg but i 

obvious .. totheout.si ~ . 
"., " 

Those of who are ll'lembe:r;s, of~he'S.~~.A: ar~ ;..; 
looking forward tofutu:re pages. oftheJJotebo6k; ... 
and hoping that\'V'e may be,a'ble to:.oontribute .. sorne..,..:, . 
thing of someval~e, to ~ts pagesjsooner~o~.l~t~r~" ; 

. ! 
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. ,- ... "., 
, ,', " ~ : i. " 

" : ' " Gear ge'E . Burns "',', " 
, ' 

, " TUQ'sorr; :Al'i,zoria' 
.: :.' ..•. !" . ;;. I,' ., ,': ~:- •• >"; ' .. ,.,' .. ' 

.. :.' I,' 

The, mending ,and ' repaii ing' of, : human , 'arid "" ",' :,: ,,' 
animal bones, in nn:ise1.UI1S' and labor'D~tori'E::shas",; ':C"" 

resulted in the development of 813veral met-hods' 
and the use of many different adhesives. Solutions, 
of Alva:r7!79.{ Sllawinigan:Produc,t,'s' Oorpor:;v;:; ~:()n:) " ,,' 
and Ambroid ,hav,e beenus'ed to'advd.-ritage. ,:'BO.th :,' \ ' 
are excellentn.dhe;ring' agencies but one' di:ffidulty , 
is encountered namely', the',lengthoftfule:-rsqi.lired 
for the mende,d bones,' to ,set." This','tit;'CE;ssItt1.tes' 
sand boxes:"bo.lnncing, comp:licated 'ar.rang~)I:.1ent'E~" . 
to hold the bones while the, adhesive agenCy" haF'd'ens. 

! : '" " .' ." " . ' ." 

Experirr1E;mtshave shbvllithat if 2s:Ucibessive "" 
sealing cotVts'of IO%Alr"t]':nr:ana, Acetone :a;te applied " 
to the surfa-nes to" be' mend'ed:tmdal16wed;'t6 (a:rY': . ' '. 
that a final adhe,s'ive:cqat: wi-1t. set ve'ry l'ur.ddly; ,:';,:: 
The experiments have furthe,rshbwn the~' finalad'-·:"· 
he ai va agenoy, giving' the fastest set ·and ~he 111oBt' ' 
durable joint to ,be a solution' of Ambroid~ p,nd 
Alvar. The adhesive'agency 'Waapr:eptttB'd by sli'ght~, 
ly thinning'a:'baseof Ambroidwi th ;0..1070':' solution' . 
of Alvar and AcetQne~' :'The 'amount of thinning'de- ' ' 
pends on the ind±viauul'woTker, the porostty' of ' , . 
the bones being mended and' to'sorile' extent the . climate. 

Vihether or'not tne',addlii'on'of';the':i:-esin in . 
the Alvar to the :cell1l1osebase of the' Am1:h?oid're:::' 
suIts in a stronger.adhesive ':agency,It:(mikl1.ovvn'btit" 
from the experiments perforrJed this seems to '''be' .. 
the case. 

".,:'. 

>II :' * . '" . '" *' ~,* ""*. 
.. , ";',,;'.' 

Some IdeasR~:gardingth:~'R~gto'Xa tion :of. 'Pottery,; 
,": 

",' ,.Dduglas 8. 'E:rers'" : 
'Dept.-' of, :A.+chaeolog~r;. Arid01rer,Mass~ ' .. : 

, ,' . 
• ' , ; ",,> : 1 <.",' ; ., .,: .'. ,". . . ".. . .. 

It is .swell,to, se.e,the'valricius' ideas about 
restoring American pottery, but it always seems to 
me that restorations based on cores or molds that 
are thrown on u potter's wheel are too prone to 

r 
f,' 
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that perfect symmetry of outline that was not truly 
chal'acteristic of any Indian pottery, beoause the 
potter's wheel was something that the Indians did'nt 
have. tTot that the slight .irregularity detracts 
from the charm and beauty of the pottery, but that 
the perfect regularity of the restoration isn't 
quite in character. This is glaringly so afoul' 
If Woodland" pottery, at least,-of that-which I b,ave 
seen around here. 

The method we have often followed with success 
was, certainly, not. applicable to the restoration 
of whole pots from small sectors or rim or side 
wall, but ,it works for sherds large enough to give 
you an idea of the general' size, and shape of the 
vessel. We have pressed plastecine into the back 
of the sherds until it makes a perfect contact, 
then lifted it carefully and moved it to one side 
until a strip touches enough of the back qf the 
sherd to give 11 firm grip~ .. , This was then ·useda.,s 
a mold on which the plaster mlly be pOu;red. Sortle~ 
times small clamps or clip clothes pins may be. 
used to hold plastecine to the sherds ... The p~a.s:':" 
tecine has to be thick enough to keep its ~shape, ' 
but if it is hundled carefully it can be used with 
great suocess. By reversing the posItion of the 
plastecine,thutis, by putting it on the outside 
instead of the inside, on rims ,. collars, or other 
decorated ureas, these can be reptoduoed in the 
plaster with considerable success. 

The result will be the pleasingly irregular 
outline, often lop-sided or bulged in the wrong 
place, that is so characteristtc of many of the 
Indian vessels. 

Trouble is bound to occur on occasion, where' 
there is nothing to hold a large floating sherd, 
fox instance. In cases like this we use lead strips, 
which are s0ft and can be easily shaped to fit the 
curves, to support the floaters. With a little care 
and the judicious use of strips of lead or even 
heavy plastecine, . the method fsn It too hard. We have 
restored some pretty large vessels this way; bhe was 
twenty one inches high and eighteen in diameter., 
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Incidentally, • Ad~lltssuggestion that 
soap or oil be rubbed on a sherd to keep plaster 
from sticking may lead to trouble in the case 
of very light-colored pottery. The oil will 
stain the e of the sherd, and even the 
best of clea.ners won't re;,'~10ve it entirely. A 
little wet modelling clay, put on with a brllsh, 
in the same way the opaque is put on a slide or 
negative, will fill up the pores of the s\~face 
and allow plaster spilled on the face to ft 

easily. Any clay left in the pores will 
come out easily with a toothbrush held in one 
place and given a slight circular motion. The 
toothbru$h, by the way, is a swell thing to 
"upset" the hard finish of the surface of the 
cast ar~as and give it a nice matte texture. 



'", 
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SOCIETY FOR AMERIOAN ARCHAEOLOGY 
AN~ruAL MEET ING 

The Annual et of the Society for 
American Archaeology ¥if 1 be held connection 
with the Annual Meetings of the Oentral Section 
of the American Anthropological Association on 
April 25, 26 and 27 in Indianapolis, Indiana. 
The headquarters for the meetings are in the 
Hotel Marott at North Meridian Street and 
Boulevard. Arrangements have been made with 
this hotel for ioome in whioh to hold the sessions, 
and for accomodations for those attending the 
meetings. 

A preliminary announcement of the scssions 
appears on the next page. It should be noted 
that the meetings on Thursday, April 25, are 
those of the Society alone, the meetings on 
Friday the 26th are held jointly with the Central 
Section. The meetings on Saturday morning are 
those of the Central Section alone. The program 
committees have worked out an interesting and 
stimulating schedule of events. 

The Marott Hotel is on U.S. ghway 31 and 
State Highway 13. It ts 26 blocks north of Mon
ument Circle, the heart of the downtown district, 
and ten minutes by taxi from railroad, interur
ban, and bus stations. 

Arrangements have been made to accommodate 
members in the hot suites in groups of three, 
four, or five, at the stUdent rate of $2.0~ a 
night per perso.n. Regular transient rooms are 
rated at a3.00, 83.50, $4.00, and .50 single; 
$5.00 and $6.00 double with double bed; and 
$6.00 and $7.00 double with twin beds. It is 
suggested that those who sire accommodations 
at the Hotel Marott write for reservations di
rectly to the hotel. 

Final i cd programs will be available at 
the hotel to those attending the meetings. 
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SOCIETY FOR AMERICAn A:r:lCHAEOLOGY 
Annual Meeti Indtanapolts, Indiana 

tel Marott 

Program 

Apr 25 - Thursday 
9:30 A.M. - Papers 

Ripley P. Bullen, Worcester, Ivlass. 
"Preliminary report of the Dolly 
Bond Steatite Quarry, Millbury, 
Massachusetts. II 

Charles H. Fairbanks, Ocmulgee 
National Monument. 

liThe Macon Earthlodge. tI 

Lynn E. Howard, University of Oklahoma. 
"Preliminary Report on Cherokee 
County Archaeology. It 

David A. Baerreis, University of 
Oklahoma. 

"The Neosho Focus." 
Brewton Berry, University of Missouri. 

II The Location of the :Missouri 
Village Site." 

Charles R. Keyes 
nAn Outline of Southwestern Iowa 
Archaeology.!! 

Gertrude S. Evans, New York Medical 
Col ge. 

nA Minnesota Blade. associat with 
Human and 0 e1' animal remains." 

2: 00 P. rL - Symposium on Terminology, Glenn 
Black, Chairman 

4: 30 P.M. - Business meetj_ng, Society for 
American Archaeology 

8:00 P.M. - Informal smoker 

April - Friday (Sessions held jointly with the 
Central Section) 

9:30 A.M. - Symposium on Culture story 
(Prepared by Central Section) 
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April 26 - Friday (cont.) 
2:00 P.M. - Symposium on Culture Contact 

(Prepared by Central Section) 
6:30 P.M. - Joint annual banquet 
8:30 P.~. ing lecture (to be supplied 

by Central Section) 

April 27 (Only sessions of the 
Section) 

A.M. - Symposium on Personality and 
SOciety (first half) 
Symposium on Comparative Sociology 
Qf Primitive Groups (second f) 

:00 Business meeting - Oent ction,A.A.A. 

ABSTRAOTS OF PAPERS 

DOLLY BON"D STEATITE Q,UARRY. 
Ripley P. Bullen 

Dur the summer of 1939 an invest i~n 
was made 0 a recently discovered steati.te quarry 
in Millbury, Massachusetts. A trench about thirty 
feet 1 and three feet wide and as much as seven 
feet de was dug across the quarry at 
axis. work was done by trowell 
writer and t rest with the assistance a 
Clark versity students working under 
Youth stration funds. 

trench showed a stratification of 
layers 
weat 
found in 

it is felt they are the results of 
rked steatite and quarry t 8 were 

layers. 

A most interesting find was a s 
pe filing the insides of 
sist slab of micaceous gneiss 
five of steatite which had at 
and bottoms. This seat was lac 
edge quarry about three feet 
a dist transition in the character 
which was not found elsewhere. From 

le 

on 
tops 

at one 
There was 

of th6 debris 
top down 
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the tools found changed from picks to scraners as 
the seat WdS approached. In front and at the same 
level as the seat was a horizontal steatite powder 
layer or floor which extended at least twelve feet 
in one direction. Below the seat scraners and 
lenses of powder were found but no other tools 
until the very bottom. 

Quarry tools consisted of small hand nicks, 
a few larger ones, mauls (one auarter of a small 
boulder sharpened), cores, hammerstones, and scrap
ers or files. The latter deserve special mention 
as they had curved blades, dulled by filing the 
insides of vess s with a filing and not a scraping 
motion. All the tools were shaped by chipning. 

At least four types of vessels were manufactured 
here. They were: one with the usual lug handles, 
a variation with round ball handles, a small but 
comparatively deen dish with two finger denressions 
in each end, and a shallOW rectangular basin with 
a depressed rim at each end. One rim fragment was 
found with a notched decoration. Several nieces 
were found with striations unquestionably proving 
that the insides were worked by filing. Vessels 
were manufactured here at least UP to the noint of 
final smoothing during which there was no lik 
hood of breaking. 

Nine ves blank remainders 'Nere found on 
the steatite ledge. The method of removal from 
the ledge waS the same as described in previous 
reports. 

No evidence of differences in ves 8 or tools 
above and below the powder floor nor in the various 
layers was noted, Our excav3.tion only irted the 
working floor so that there may be chronol 
evidence to be found if future work is done. 

A comulete reoort with diagram and bibliography 
is being deposited with the Depe.rtment of Arch~eol
ogy of Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass setts for 
reference purposes. 
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The sent r presents t 
to the excavation cf a cir earth-

at Macon, It was excavated in 1 
restored as an ou or exhibit. 

The earthlodge is circular, 42 et in 
diameter with a cent rebasin an entrance 
26 et long. The outer wall consi ed of a 
bank red clay, Four large cent posts 
supported the rafters. Opposite tte 
entrance a platform in the of an 
effigy c three seats. Around 
from the e platform to the entrance were 
forty-seven seats, each with an 0 pocket at 
the front. The was covered with cane and 
earth. Many charcoal specimens were obtained. 
P tery and artifacts estab~i d the ear odge 
as belonging to the Macon Focus. 

Eight additional circular structures, be-
lcnging to the Brown's Mount and on Plateau 
Components, were found. All seem to conform 
to same ic type. In er forms peri-

ral posts were substituted for th~ clay bank. 

Ethnological evidence from the southeast 
indicates various of circular structures 
from North Carolina Northern orida to the 
Mississippi. The Cherokee and eks used a 

of circular earthlodge for winter councils 
winter ings. All se structures 

seem to deri from the ier 
earthl type. 

the Plains area the earthl s of the 
tsa, Mandan Arikara c 8ely resemble 
Macon ear odge in all ructural de Is. 

Tribal mi tioD seems to have been the agency 
of introililction into bo areas. The st Coast 
shows a crable e of ea:::-thl The in-
dic stribution of the is over 
the or portion North America seems 
to be a relatively old type. 

* * * * * • • 
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PRELn~IN.ARY REPORT ON 
--·--Lynn 

The Brackett Site, locat 
in Northeastern Oklahoma and ext 
quarter of a mile a.long the Barron 
its junction with the Illinois ver, was rec 
excavated by the University of Oklahoma 
ation with the Federal Vlorks Projects Ad-mi 

The Brackett Site was composed a mound 
surrounded by a village. Three distinct 
IlFour center post square, II "Four c 
gular, II and, "Two center post rec ," were 
found. Of the seven houses uncovered five 
the "Four center post square ll type w h 
to the east, and one each of the flFour c 
rectangular ll and IITwo center post re 
types. All of the entrances were either 
trenches or rows of post molds. One of 
houses had post molds set in the parallel 
The rectangular two center post house had a 
entrance to the east. No entrance was found 
four center post rectangular house. 

Fifteen group burials containing the remains 
of twenty-five individuals were located in the 

I 1 

age. The average burial was a primary semi-flex 
type with grave material. The area in which t 
burials were found was thickly impregnated with 
charcoal and measured about forty feet in diameter. 
The burials were shallow, ranging from .5 to 1.5 

et in depth. One burial was superimposed upon 
anotheI'. The burial area was flat; however, due 
to erosion and cultivation, it may have been a 1 
burial mound. 

Grave materials included copper-covered stone 
ear spools, projectile points, blades, pottery p s, 

pottery v8ssels. The pottery vessels were water 
bottles, alIas, curved and carinated bowls. The 
si elements found upon the pottery included incis 
lines and punctates, The punctates were fingerna 
irrpr te, semi-conical and triangular. Secondary 
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features of the pottery were lip tabs and strap 
handles. The motifs were incised con0sntric 
circles, chevrons, vertical and horizontal lines, 
and punctate-filled areas. The pott~IY bases were 
flat dish-shapad, either sharp or stilt, and their 
rims were f~aring or vertical. The temper was 
sherd, sherd and bone, and shell; the sherd temper 
being the predominate tY08. 

The mound, a low, flat topped, primary mound 
with a conical secondary capping, was seven feet 
in height and one hundred feet in diameter. The 
primary mound averaged three and one half feet 
in height and the truncated surface was thirty-five 
feet in diameter. 

One fragmentary burial with no associations 
was found at the base of the primary mound. The 
pottery, all fragmentary, ranged from light brown 
to black. The decorated vessels were scarce, and 
were used more as grave material than for utili
tarian purposes. A shallow midden deposit was 
found under the center of the primary mound. No 
traces of a structure were found on the tnlncated 
primary mound. 

The Brackett Site has a marked resemblance 
to the main Spiro Mound Village Site; the general 
vess el shape, design, and Viare being the same. 
This would seem to place the Brackett Site in the 
Lower Mississippi Phase, Spiro aspect. 

* * * * * * * ~ * 

THE ?rEOSRO FOCUS 
David A. Baerreis 

One of the new cultures found in Northeastern 
Oklahoma by the WPA archaeological Project directed 
by Dr. Forrest E. Clements of the Department of 
Anthropology, University of Oklahoma, has been 
designated the Neosho Focus. Thi_s cuI ture has been 
found in seven sites, one a village site and the 
remainder either caves or bluff shelters. 
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The patte is she tempered without slip or 
polish. In the vi age site the shell temper has 
a en completely decayed. Both wide-mouthed 
bowl and the alIa are common vessel types. The 
alIas usually have either a recurved or straight 
flar rim have two strap handles set rectly 
opposi e each other. as are of the round sc type. 

Decoration when present is found on the lip, 
rim or upper shoulder area and sometimes appears on 
all three. The techniques of decoration include 
incis ,trailing and wedge-shaped punctate im
pressions. The lip decoration consists of notching 
or punctate impressions and the rim and shoulder 
motifs include: ernate trail and punctate lines 
arranged a zigzag band about the rim and shoulder, 
punctate impressions in areas or arranged in a her
ringbone pattern, and hachured areas of incised 
lines. The strap handles sometimes bear punctate 
impressions. 

The chipped stone work includes both small 
triangular points and large stemmed points. Both 
ovate, point ovate and stemmed knives were found. 
End scrapers of vari shapes were abundant. Other 

ements of the complex include: grooved, sandstone 
awl polishers, oval manos, polished celts and bone 
awls. equal-armed p of pottery was found. 

Burials are usually partially flexed. Grave 
goods are scarce and when present consist of bone 
awls, pottery or she beads. A small section of 
twilled plaited matting was found th one group 
burial. 

Cache pits, but no evidence of a house structure 
was found the llage site. projectile ints 
in the viI site were predominantly of the small, 
triangular type while the large stemmed po s are more 
abundant in the shelters, although pottery complex 
is quite similar both. 

The Neosho Focus as a whole appears to indicate 
Upper Miss sippi liations. Many of its traits 
are quite 8 lar to the Oneota Aspect although the 
decorative complex is not as elaborate and many other 
traits are abs 

* * * * * • * 

/ 
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# 

LOCATION OF THE MISSOURI VILLAG~ SITE 
Brewton Berry 

It has been pointed out by several arch
ae ogists (McKern, Keyes, Griffin, Mott) that 
the dis ibution of the Oneota ect of the 
Upper M!ssis8ipp~ pnase cor atc8 V~TY closely 
with the Knuwn areas occupied by e Chi.e~8 Sioux 
in hi s tcrie t im:es. Gr in has sta .. ter. "one 
of the most important pieces of archaeoJc :leal 
wo in thE; Middle Vvest to ident i knovm 
Chiwere components Missouri, Kansas, N'Jo::8.ska, 
and western Iowa. and to determine the 8.n1')~:Clt of 
s iml1a:.cHy of th' r materials with thosefrcn)1 t'he 
s1 tes in Wi ons and northeastern lowe:.. II s 
pap~r contributes to that ta ,presenting carto
graphi ,historical, and archaeol cal.evltence 
pertaining to the location of the Missouri viI 

More than a hundred maps of the lower M1s80u:=i 
Valley appeared before 1800. While the Ce .. rt raphers 
were not in agre8ment as to the location of 
Missouri, a critic examination of their maps 
lead$ to the conclusion that throughout tbe t;';ght
eenth 6entury this tribe resided near the mouth 
of the Grand River, on the south side of the 
Missouri, what is now Saline County. .The 
testimony early travelers, explorers, arid 
missionaries leads to a sim oonclusion. 
Neither doouments nor maps, however, make it 
possible to ve an exact location for the village 
or villages. . 

A surface survey of region around the 
mouth of the Grand River has yielded precisely 

e re ts that one would expect, if t . theory 
be true that the Chiwere Sioux were responsible 
for the 0ne0ta cultur~. Most abundant in the re
gion surveyed are small Woodland sites, on a few 
of which occ~r "Hopewellian lf rimsherds. On none 
of these sites W~8 any trade mat al found. Four 
sites the region are non-Woodland. The largest 
of these, covering at least 100 acres, is located 
about where best of the eightAcnth century 
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cartographers placed the Missouri. Three small 
trenohes were du.g at thisstte. Oult!.l 1'l1ate:cial 
included: e~ld".:d h1..lI'~.a~8:. 8'1811 t:::l:'JY::; j 'tK 2.sed 
potter'y, wi :i:'13.T. I'5.:;:1.) 8n1 St)'2.0':' e::c 'Ghumb-
nail and sn:lb C.at? L~ .~c:, 
strai -tas 
hoes; stone 
ma terial ',V&f3 

collectors have . 
Two other sites , on both of which 
trade mate was abund::mt, and t abori nal 
materi less conspiouo~s. 

The historical and archae ogical evidences 
make it highly proba.ble, if not certain, that this 
large Oneota si te was tilG r.ome of the Missouri 
throughout the eighteenth cen~~ry. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

AN OUTLINE OF SOl'TmmSTEPF IOWA AROHAEOLOGY 
Ghar les R:- K'E:;Y~s 

This paper will discuss brie the archaeolo 
ical 8i ficance of told 80il ers the 

ep erosion ditches foun~ ~mung t~8 oess hills 
southwestern Iowa. A s~ription w~~l also given 
of the archaeologice~l materi8.~.s fOlL1o tlle 68.1'th 
lodge si tes which a:::'e gr~at tSTSC. OVBl' the slopes 
and upon the summits of hills. The 
paper is illustrated with sides. 

MINNESOTA BL.~p~ 
li1Jlvl.AN 

* * * * * * * * * 

This Minnesota Blade (or spear head) has 
evidences of Y'lma. Also some tempts to groove 
the base, part of whj.ch is lost by fragmentation. 
On one facB, at po ,a flake gives a ow long-
i tud conca vi. ty. Found wi th pOYJBrful human mandi-
bles, Granicl material, bones of small mammals 
of Minnesota character. X-ray prints of Blade, and 
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of associated arrow point, with Long Island con
trasts, show permeability constant. The Blade. 
or spear head, measures 30.0 mm at greatest trans
verse diameter, and 105.0 mm at greatest length. 
Index cannot be taken, as both point and base are 
badly fractured. Probably there cue fourteen 
primary flakes at edges, this allows 7.5 mm per 
flake, short triangular flakes placed at edga, 
apex to ridges. Other flaking evident, to increase 
sharpness. At point, on one side only, a definite 
face flake increases thinning, mea.suring 10,.0 mm. 
wide, and 21.0 mm. long. Additional chipping 
here shows further treatment. A perpendicular 
line finisbes the point of triangle. Base cannot 
be fully described, as part is lost. There is 
no groove, as in Folsom, but a ight concavity 
transversely from flaking. This Blade weighs 
37.0 Gm. The accompanying arrow point weighs 
7.0 Gm. Greatest thickness of blade beyond 
middle, thicker towards dist third, thinning 
towards base. The scoop at side just beyond 
basal portion shows intentional flaking, and 
beveled edge on upper curve. Roberts says, 
true Folsom may have occasional dulled or smoothed 
edges for about one-third from base, this 
Minnesota blade is slightly dulled. Blade 
does not show Folsom indications, although 
triangular flake at point might seem trans-
i tional. It approximates the spear head fre
quently found in Japan province of Utzen, in 
flaking; midrib. Deep conical chipping, right 
angled, and with downward trend toward base, 
approximates cut on right edge of Minnesota 
blade, location same. 

* * * * * * * * 
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f.OU'fLOQK 
Kern. 

It might be better if .theatnateul' students of 
American archaeology w:ouldta~e it>upon themselves 
to discuss their own outlook tn this or other 
available publioa tiona,. ee.dafew have. I 
amclassifiedas .~ .. pl'o!esl\l.io~~+.14YtbQBeVfho .ate 
interest in su~lJJ..c~Bls.!Sif!ca.tions ... I shoU~d gr~atly 
prefer ~ however;~<tPfie.classtf~e4as 8. .. student. o.f 
Am'erican al'chaeolo~, w~'!ihaJ.l otberstudents of 
the subj eot.whethel'all1ateul' o:r professional. 
Ieho\lld lel;tv.f3 ttlY present position and aocept one 
in some othel'i·:l;e1d of endeavor I my interest in 
archaeology would lead me immediately to join the 
ranks the amateurs. 

There is nothing in the word Itamateur" to 
signify inferiol' status. Rather it merely implies 
that one who is actively interested in a subject 
follows that subj ect for his interest in it, and 
is not employed in a profess.ional capaci ty. Neither 
"ama teur 1f nor uproiess ional II ie a term which carries 
with it the connotation either of good or bad qual
ifj.cations; a professional may have a very limlted 
knowledge of his subjeot, and an 'amateur may be 
generally reoognized as an authority. 

The chi ef diffE.nence between most amateurs 
and most prOfeSSionals, as regards knowledge in 
the sUb~ect they hold in o.ommon interest, is one 
of opportunity. The averag.e professional has the 
advantage over the average amateur of having re
ceived a degree of specialized training, and of 
having benefited from experience not generally 
available to all sincere stJ.ldents the subject, 
This I however, .. is not equally true of all pro
fessionals, and does not apply to all amateul's. 
There are degrees of acquired archaeological know
ledge among profeSSionals, and also among amateurs, 
and the twc groups overlap in their relative qual
ifioations. Thus, on a basis of professional or 
amateur status alone no student has any justifi
cation for looking ther down with superior con
descenSion, or up with a feeling of inferiority and 
resentment, at a fellOW student. 
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case t i'twould that 
beings would eXIl greater interest 

in increasing i1" co~mon knowledge 
hobby or profension l' than in 

exhibitions of jealousYJ snobbery, 
10 ei, or othel' purely 

emot Inasrtnwh as we find ourselves 
in the sa~e , headed toward same 8.hore, the 
only sensible thing to do is to pull together. no 
doubt we will come to know each otl1er petter and 
to have more respeot for ea.oh othel' by working thus 
shoulder to shoulder. That has the experience 
of many amateurs and professionals who have already 
established cooperative relationships. 

V,that the outlook for the arohaeolo~ 
gist? tunities for nroduot advancement 
in any field aTe limi the time 
he can devote to his stUdies own capabil-
i ties. He may remain fundamentCt.lly a c lector of 
materials 1 or he may become a hIghly ized 
technioian. ohoioe is his; amateurs have earned 
the status of ad specialists, have made 

ibut:1.ons to knowledge in such 
highly techni SUbjects as geDlogy> biology) 
chemistry, and astronomy. Whether tOl' or 
specialist, the amateur may so conduct his activities 
that he will oontribute to the advanc of arch-
a:eology and full measure of enj oyment 
from his efforts. 

There en some grumbling about 
new words on nart of a.ma teu!' 
It is tru.e tha.t" ized students are 

of 
liltS. 

more and mOre t in their langtlage as impor-
. tant and !leces technology Ls cleveloped. Con-

sequently, most 0 the amateur students a:rB 
and less. prf:pared to meet the specialist on a oommon 
plane of information~ or even lan€:-ruage. Although 
:i t is probably true that cel'tain technj students 
employ an unneces ponderous ~\t'ocabu.lal'y! con-
se tously or tlnconsoiously, it should 
tha'!; a growing scienoe (and I sincerely 
fJ..:rchaeologymay so olassified) 1'8qui an 
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expanding terminology. lTew processes a.nd new 
methods bring with them, necessarily, new terms. 
There is no specifio human study, whether it be 
science, art, music, literature, law, agriculture, 
religi.on, or horse ra.cing, which does not have its 
own peculiar langtlage. As the study develops, the 
specific terminology grows with it. Anyobjection 
to an increase in terms whioh must be lea:rnea. and 
understood is an objection to progress. 

The amateur has the choice (I} of limiting 
his active intel'ests t.o relaM.~rely simple, 100al 
aspects of hissubjeoti (2) of being satisfi 
with following the general resul of arohaeolog
ical research; or (3) of devot the necessary 
time and application to the intensive study re
quireci to keep up with the specialists ... - to 
beoome a speoialist himself. 

The professional must make a similar choice. 
The student who specializes in MiSSissippi Valley 
arohaeology will not be wholly familiar with the 
metnodsand related terminology employed byt.he 
Middle American archaeologist, o1'vice versa; nor 
will either entirely understand, from knowledge 
acquired in his own specific field, all the methods 
and related terms used in the Sout1'lwest. Moreover 1 

as new procedure, and new words adopted to define 
that prooedure t come into use, the professional 
has to learn the new terms, as the arne. teur 
does, if hew:lshesto remain pI'ogress ively conver
sant with his suoJect. The amateur is not the 
victim of disc.l'imination; he has the Choice of 
going along with the professional just as faT 
as hjs desires may urge him and as available time 
for work will permit. If he can only go part way, 
he has no oause to feel left of the picture. 
To one who sinoerely interested, there is 
pleasure inaccomplishrnent at Variolls tJons 
along the road l not only at trw more advanced 
stations. No one ever reaches a final station. 

American archaeology has need for services 
and support, whether spectfic Or ral, whether 
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great or small. The professional student needs the 
amateur. The amateur needs the professional. Arch-
aeology them both. It is higllly important 
that thousands ·of amateurs and pro.!e.ssionala should 
contribute ,e.aeh his own variety and quantity of in
formation, and that they should be olosely associated 
and cooperative so that each may benefit from the con
tributions of the others. It is tobe hoped that, 
as in the past history of Americap archaeology as 
well as of other$ciences.~ the ranks of our inten":'" 
sively specialist students shall include amateurs 
as well as prOfessionals. 

No interested student, regardless of his speCific 
status, should feel that any nontributlan he can make 
to the subject is unimportant, no matter how great 
or small its scope may be; no matter how simple or 
complex its nature. The pleasure experienced by the 
worker from the work itself is the true reward for 
the labor, and no one can deprive the worker of that 
reward. 

All sincere students desire to hear the ideas 
of other studentsl'ogarding such matters as methods; 
including both such simple processes as mending broken 
arrow paints, number specimens. or displaying small 
collections, and such relatively-complicated processes 
as the classification of artifacts, excavation tech
nique 1 or culture class:l.fiof,l,tio.n. This note book be-
longs to you. is gotten out through the expendi-
ture of your money. Why donlt you use it? 

* * * * * * * ~. * ~* 
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SOME POINTS ON BONE PRESERVATION 
- H-:R. - An't"le , . 

Sulphur, Oklahoma 

Sometimes it is desirous to preserve skeletal 
material regardless of the extent of disintegra
tion or fragility of the bony substance. Par
ticularly is this true where the remains are of 
great antiquity, With the present archaeological 
program, human remains do not always receive the 
consideration which they should warrant. The 
usual procedure is to expose the remains, photo
graph, map, and measure, then disarticulate the 
skeleton and confine it to some labeled container. 
Should the bones crumble or are otherwise incapable 
of being extracted, a note under 'remarks' records 
the fact. 

As physical anthropologists will attest, a 
great deal may be learned from a study of the 
skeletal remains. Inbreeding, influx of new blood, 
dietary effects~ ailments, record themselves in 
the bones. A classical example is found among the 
ancestral stock of the Pueblo, where stratified 
burials show the original stock, an infiltratlon 
of new blood and a final dominance of the latter. 
All this physical change parallels a corresponding 
change in the cultural status. 

When and if the Folsom man is found, his re
mains will no doubt be tla trace of calciumll. Every 
effort will be made to preserve these remains for 
study and museum display. And likely as not, the 
find will be, as has happened in the past, the 
result of some amateur's week-end digging. It is 
strongly suspected that as many if not more, lay-men 
and amateurs read the NOTEBOOK as do professionals 
seeking ways and means of preserving the material 
they find. For that reason some simple but ser
viceable field and laboratory methods are herewith 
offered to the reader. Perhaps their perusal will 
assist in the preservation of some rare and unre
placeable find. The writer vvill never forget hts 
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feeling as he viewed a heap of crumbled bone that 
an hour before had been an excellent specimen of 
a maml1l'Oth crania. It had been dug out by two local 
men, lifted intact to a dump-truck bed, then started 
to the town museum. With no protection, the specimen 
was reduced to mere powder within a few hundred 
yards. 

There are several approved methods of bone 
preservation, each generally applicable to certain 
definite conditions. The following presentation 
is the most economical and can be used anywhere and 
under any sort of climatic or atmospheriC condition. 
This is the system, somewhat modified, used by 
palaeontologists to obtain material for museum 
display. 

The field equipment consists of the usual pick, 
shovel and trowel; in addition there are needed a 
few pounds of plaster-of-paris, several used gunny 
sacks, some paper toviTels or ti ssue paper) a roll 
of cotton batting, and an old bucket together with 
a gallon or more water. The specimens encountered 
will determine the quantities of plaster, sacking 
and water. 

When the burial, or any oth8r fragile bone 
is encountered, remove the overlying soil down to 
a few inches above the object. If, for any reason, 
digging must cease at this point for over night or 
for a day or longer, place some protection over the 
area being dissected. If the ground is damp, treat 
it as though it were drying concrete, that is, keep 
a layer of damp earth over the area. Not only w 1 
this prevent a hard crust forming lmt it will also 
keep the soil from cracktng and perhaps breaking 
the contents within. 

Once the overlying soil has been removed, work 
away the remaining cover only enough to expose the 
upper-most bone surface. Examine this soil for 
artifacts or bur 1 cover. This latter may be in 
the form of clay, basketry, gravel, etc. After 
horizontal and vertical 111easurements have been made 
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for the record, mark off a quadrilateral to en
compass the object in the manner of a horizontal 
outline (Fig. 1). Using this boundary as a guide, 
remove the surrounding earth downward, leaving 
the bones in their matrix on an elevated block. 
This block should be at least a foot high; con
ditions will determine if this is possible. This 
allows for the later undercutting. One may judge 
the proper height by estimating the thickness of 
the burial basin and allowing for plenty of room 
beneath this. 

With the block isolated from the surrounding 
earth, it can be pared down to eliminate excessive 
bulk. After this dressing down, the condition of 
the object indicates whether a layer of cotton 
must be used for additional protection while the 
object is enroute to the laboratory. Since cotton 
is cheap its use is strongly advised in all cases. 

First, place one or two layers of tissue over 
the exposed upper surface of the block. A sprink
ling of water helps the tissue to adhere. Next 
cover with a single layer of the cotton batting. 
A layer of tissue paper goes atop the cotton. If 
the cotton is omitted, use an extra layer of the 
tissue. 

Meanwhile the ~~nny-sacking should have been 
made ready by cutting into strips of approximately 
ten incbes by two feet. These are soaked in water 
preliminary to being impregnated with a thin 
plaster-of-paris solution. To prepare the latter, 
add enough plaster to a half-gallon or less of 
water to make a thin mixture. This will be enough 
to treat six to eight strips; more of the mixture 
can be made up if needed. 

Place the plaster-soaked strips of sacking 
over the top of the previously paper-covered block. 
Lay the strips parallel and over-lapping (Fig.4a). 
Adjust them in such a manner that they cover two 
or three inches the block's sides. Since the 
block is to be undercut, this over-hang should not 
be too great. After the surface is thoroughly 
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covered pour any remaining plaster over it, and 
smooth it down and into the as much as 
possible, 

Do nothing more until the ter has well 
s The next step is to start undercutting the 
burial basin (Fig.2). It is we to be certain 
how far down the burial basin extends. The texture 
of the earth will determine how sharply the angle 
can be made; however, it is best to remember that 
the closer you can undercut, the 1 er the block 
but the greater the danger of injury to the contents. 
In some human remains it is Dossible to make three 
separate blocks, one for the~head, one for the 
thoracio and lumbar regions and one for the pelvis 
and legs. Position of the remains can decide this. 

When the undercut is back e inches to a 
foot, prepare sacking and plaster as mentioned above. 
For the under side, the sack strips could be somewhat 
1 r. Lay them so that the ends 11 come up and 
we over-lap the top cover. It is not necessary 
to have a previous layer of paper; the sacking lies 
directly on the block. At the junction of the 
lower and upper cover, tie with a long, well 

ered strip around the block's (Fig.4b). 

After this new application is dry, undercutting 
of the opposite side can be done and the plastering 
process repeated. Lastly, the ends are undercut 
and the block overturned (Fig.5). Here, the re-
rna of the underside is covered, a final long 
strip applied to firmly tie both she s together, 
and the block is ready for shipment. 

A block prepared as above can stand a great 
deal of punishment with little or no damage to its 
cant s. Not only bones can be removed in this 
manner but any object which will require long 
painstaking care in dissection in the laboratory. 
All such blocks, of course, should identifi
cation symbols. 
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The task of preservation and possible restora
tion has only started with the field collecting. 
If the colleotor is inexperienced in laboratory 
technique and his find is suspected of having con
siderable value it is best to turn the block over 
to competent hands. If the collector is working 
in his own interests only, the problem of preserva
tion is his own. 

Preservation of a discovery is not difficult 
if properly carried out; restoration is another 
matter. Restoration is difficult even for the pro
fessional. A variation of a few millimeters in 
alinement when fitting pieces together, or an in
correct faking of missing parts will lead to in
correct and misleading measurements. This is especial
ly true of the crania which generally assumes the 
most important position of a skeleton. 

There is a type of display which is interest-
ing to the observer and at the same time is easy 
to prepare and yet retains all elements of the 
find. This is a presentation of the specimen in 
situ. The method of preparing such an exhibit will 
be described. After the block is in the laboratory, 
turn it bottom side up. Tear loose the tie bindings 
and remove the lower hull only. The base of the 
block is now exposed. With an ice pick, or some 
similar instrument, level this base down to a few 
inches below the specimen. It is possible to even 
work close enough so that the lower side of some of 
the bones are exposed. When the base is level across, 
dampen it and apply a single piece of sacking which 
has previously been out to fit the base and has been 
impregnated with plaster as described for the hull. 
This gives strength without bulk and will not crack 
as a plaster base tends to do. Let the plaster set 
for an hour, 

Meanwhile, a case for the display has been pre
pared. The best type of case is a table arrangement 
with a glass cover and wooden sides. The cover should 
be only a short distance above the specimen. This 
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permits one to view the exhibit from all angles. 
Small electric lights might be placed in two 
opoosite corners. A shade is placed over the 
light to direct the rays downward and outward 
from the glass (Fig.S). 

A base of some light wood, white pine 
instance, is cut to fit snugly into the case. 
Four hooks of some sort are attached to its four 
corners because the specimen is placed upon thj.s 
base outside the case and the hooks are used in 
lifting the display into place. These can be 
detached later. 

When the new plaster base of the block is 
hardened, turn the block right side up on the 
wooden base and adjust the specimen to a suitable 
position. Things are now ready for removal of the 
upper hull and exposure of its contents. 

The hull is removed a strip at a time, or 
lifted off as one piece. If the contents are ex
tremely fragile, the former is best. After a 
strip is removed, the bone is exposed, hardened 
and set, in the manner explained below. When the 
area beneath one strip has been treated, the next 
strip is removed and the same action repeated. 
Strips are removed in a reverse order to which 
they were put on. 

If the entire hull is lifted off, there is 
some danger of damage to the block before it can 
be treated. Nevertheless, one may work over the 
entire surface, letting one area dry while another 
is being worked out. 

At this point have on hand a. soft brush, an 
ice pick, and a bottle of thin shellac. Instead 
of the shellac, other and better hardening agents 
might be employed. These are namely the colloidon 
compounds; Duco glue, thinned; a thin acetone
celluloid solution; or the water-proof cements of 
commercial use. These latter differ little except 

quality. For economy, one may manufacture his 
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own glue from clear sheets ofcellulotd dissolved 
in acetone. Bottles of varying thinness can be 
made up. Keep in mind this solution s highly 
inflammable. 

Vnth the ice pick, chip and tease away the 
dirt from around the bones. Brush away the 
loosened material at frequent intervals. Uncover 
a little area at a time then brush it clean. With 
a pipette, drop thin shellac or glue upon the bone, 
letting it absorb as much as possible, When the 
solution is dry, more cf the bone area can be un
covered. 

A good policy is to work on several areas so 
that as one dries work can be carried out on an
other. 

If the bone is very fragile, drop the solvent 
of the hardening solution upon it first, follow 
with a very thin solution, treating from time to 
time until the mass is thoroughly hardened. 

Uncover as much of the bone as possible, 
leaving enough foundation to support the individual 
parts. After the bones are uncovered and hardened, 
gaps in the block upon the base can be filled in 
with plaster-of-paris and sprinkl with dirt to 
give the remains an appearance of resting upon an 
earthy foundation. The mount is then transferred 
to the case, lifting hooks are detached and glass 
adjusted. The exhibit is riow ready for a place 
in the museum. 
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CHEMICAL ALTERATION OF ARCF..AEOLOGICAIJ REMAINS 
_ Alex-D-:-Kr i eger . _. 

One of the most neglected fields of archaeolog
ical research is· that of soil composition and the 
reactive chemistry set in motion by the introduction 
of foreign substances into -different types of soil. 
Of chief1nterestare the followtngprocesses! (1) 
those which cause or permit decay o.f bone, animal 
and human; (2) those which cause particular elements 
in bone to be g:cadually replaced by other elemts, a 
turn-over process which under special conditions 
may eventually result petri.factionj and (3) chem-
ical alteration of inorganic matter, leading to 
patination, discoloration, or encrustation of one 
kind or another. (1) 

Unwarranted assumptions and generalizations 
have been made by many archaeologists about the age 
of various remains affected by chemical factors. 
The whole or partial mineralization of bone, for 
example, is very often assumed to be concrete evi
dence that many thousands of years have passed since 
the bone was deposited. In my own experience I have 
found that nearly every excavator, upon encountering 
mineralized bone~ almost automatically begins to 
think in terms of the UPleistocene", Conversely, 
absence of mineral replacement in bone tissue is 
commonly taken to indicate very late deposition of 
the remains. Further, and understandably, different 
degrees of chemical alteration of therorganic or 
inorganic remains from the same site are sometimes 
employed relative age distinctions when clear 
stratigraphy is lacking. 

Similarly, there is a widespread beli that 
patination of such mater s as flint, chert, and 
obsidian proceeds very slowly, and that any objects 
so affected mu~t be truly ancient. 

The rate at which chemical modifications actually 
do take place must vary greatly lll1cler different 
specific conditions. Before proper erences can 

(1) Chemical processes should not be confused with 
mechanical ones aU.eh as staining, coating wi 
sticky clays, bone erosion, et cetera. 
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be mane about the materials from any particular site, 
it is necessary to know first, the specific composition 
of the deposit or matr in which the objects are im
bedded; second, what Chemical activators are present, 
such as moisture, oxygen, salts, acids, et cetera; 
third, the chemical composition of the intrusive ob-
jects under conaid ion; fourth, the approximate 
rates at which specific alterations could be expected 
to proceed. There is reason to think that a certain 
balance of such factors applied to a human burial, for 
example, will determine, as soon as the flesh has de
cayed, whether the bones will begin to decay, or 
whether permineralization will begin, or whether the 
bones will be preserved for a time without chemical 
modification. Possibly two or more such processes 
may apply to the same burial, with seasonal changes 
in temperature and moisture. 

It seems to me that the assemblage of data and 
observations on such phenomena, especially on rates 
of chemical activity wherever these can be observed, 
may some day provide American archaeologists with an 
organized fund of information for judging the truth or 
falsity of spectacular claims. Although such studies 
may never in themselves provide acceptable dating 
criteria, certainly they can go far toward dispelling 
generalizations. Naturally, it would be fully as de-
sirable to as e data on rates of change in such 
phenomena as climatic fluctuation, weathering, erosion, 
deposition, and the like, in order to get more accurate 
judgments where, as in the chemical field, generaliza
tions are rampant. 

The NOTEBOOK should provide an ideal medium for 
the exchange of ideas on these subjects. Every se
rious excavator has had some specific and no doubt 
puzzling experiences with Boils and the problems of 
decay or preservation of bone, (2) as well as with the 
surface alteration of stone artifacts from different 
depths and so s. This sketch is intended merely to 
open up the subject. There can be no question that a 
great deal of interesting and historically valuable 
information will come to light if those who have data, 

(2) IlBone"may be taken to include, besides the actual 
skeletal Tema of human be animals, 
artifacts of bone, teeth, horn, antler, claw, etc., 
all of which are subject to chemical modification 
of some kind. 
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either a~dhaeological or 'chemical, will offer it tci 
the,,NOTEBOOK'for discuaston. There must be a·large 
amount of material available on soil composition, 
espetJ.ially through geological and so surveys . .. 
Howeve.r ,'lam not .awa,re ,that any important work has 
yet been 'done to apply allen knowledge to, archaeo-
10gica.J, problems. In the same vein, bibliographical 
informa.tion could be supplied by those po!?ses!3ing ·n;.~ 
Again ,tt is possible that somer' insti tutions have 
made exact chemical analyses and wi+l be .willing .to 
pre,sent . 'thei~r findings. 

Consideration should be' given to soils asso.,.. 
ciated with cultural matE?rials campsites, she1-1 
heaps, middens, artificial ,mounds j.' burial· grounds; 
both wet and dry cave depo'sits"excessivelY rocky 
sites" and so on, Data should include analyses not ' 
only 'of the' natural 80ils included in these deposita, (3) 
but on the soi~9as affected ~y cultural factors as 
we1,l.' 'Ash compost tion naturally varies considerably 
in different parts of. a site, ' Crushed shell, 'calcined 
by proximity to fire, propably makes surrounding so 
more" lime thEm does whole shell.· Decay of flesh and 
bonemay.a1-ter the chemistry of a' soil', rat+east 
temporariLy: ,!hcro-organisms, yeast an,d· other fi.uigi, 
plant·roots and decayed veg(3tal mattera,re other' 
affecti VB possibilities. ,SOftle so s may set up'qlii te 
different activity when;pe:rmeated with water thal1 they 
do when dry. Porous, sandy soils may permit cliffe'rent 
amoUjl.ts of water and ox;ygento reach buried mat~ria18 
,than fine I compact silts a,nd clays do. Calic'hes or 
"hardpans H ''uiay pr,e'vent subsurface "'Tater from.permea t

,:ing a:site from below., Perhaps the ;most impO'r,tant 
: .fac~Qrs "the p're t:,problem are temperat~ir~ and 
,li}ois;ture, c'on:siderep., bY.,.their monthly means~nd dis
'tributIqp.::,· cThnaxes:" and- correHit ions. " The' r,emark-
:. g,blepr:eserva tion of wood ,bone, and ev.en sinew in 

.. th~ pe:rpet,uallY'we,t .but cold earth of the Arc"tic sites 
illu.strat ·a sigp.ificant.,.point: excessivemqisture 
does n,oi, necessarily promot,e· decay, ifl any material . 

.... ,' 

Perhaps I can ilhlstrate. the b;o.ader'aspects of 
:trrest:udies,h~re. suggested, 'wi,th a few pe;r.s'bnal ex

i-f?BCes .. 'The se"' should be, amp~ ified by de,tailed 
I;lnalyses; but as·yei I hp,ve:nothadtbe,opportunity. 
.' " .'. ".' 

\3 ) Whe'the'r"na tural ll ' soila">can be found,·,,·.wi thin the 
bulk of a site, ormus-toe sought, nearby ,will 
depend upon the nature of the site tself. 
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1. In Central California there is a rather rich arch
aeological field in the low, flat flood lands of the 
Sacramento-San Joaquin confluence, locally known as 
lithe Delta", Much of this is exceedingly rich agr 
cultural land~ and is webbed with an intricate network 
of channels and sloughs held in course by dikes -
both natural and man-made. Spring floods commonly 
break or overflow these dikes in some sections, cov
ering several hundred square miles of land at a time 
with shallow sheets of water. Since drainage to the 
Pacific via San Francisco Bay is quite slVggish in 
flood time, the inland water sheets may lie more or 
less stagnant for some weeks at a time, thoroughly 
permeating those surfa.ce and sUb-surface so s which, 
by their structure, permit permeation. At same 
time the quiet waters drop practically all of their 
finest sediments, as well as chemical matter in so
lution, into these soils. 

The alluv filling of the Delta has a long 
and complex histor¥. Nearly all entering water comes 
from the north, east, and south, so that a wide 
variety of mater s has been carried into it from 
the entire western slopes of the Sierra Nevada, to 
be deposited and redepo~ited according to texture, 
velocity of carrying waters, and lilee mechanical 
factors. No less than 18 soil series, represented 
by 25 types and phases, and at least one organiC 
soil (i.e., peat) have been mapped in the Lodi area 
alone(4); this is but a part of the archaeological 
area under cons ration. 

Archaeological sites are very numerous along past 
and present stream channels in the Delta and in the 
Great Valley which extends far to north and south 
-- i.e., up the drainages of the Sacramento and San 
Joaquin rivers. These sites are thus connected with 
a great variety of soils and all kinds of drainage, 
from good to very poor. The poorest drainage is in 
the Delta itself, which is the main deposition sink. 
It is here, moreover, that the most archaeology has 
been done, and in which a most instructive relationship 
exists between drainage, soils, and effects upon arch
aeological materials. 

(4) Stanley W. Cosby and E.J. Carpenter, Soil Survey 
of the Lodi Area, California, Department of 
AgriCulture', Bureauof Chemistry and Soi18 1 

Series 1932, No. 14, issued February, 1937. 
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Three principal archaeological periods have 
been recognized in the Delta area, principally 
along the Sacramento, Cosumnes, Mokelumne, and 
San Joaquin rivers. (5) Most of the sites exca
vated in this area lie between mean sea level and 
approximately 30 feet above sea level, so that all, 
or nearly all, are on flat land annually subject 
to floods. The three archaeological periods: Early, 
Transitional, and Late, may be recognized not only 
by their cultural peculiarities but by the compo
sition of the deposits in which the cultural remains 
are found. Thus, the "Early" period is almost al
ways found in connection with small knolls from a 
foot or two to six feet high which probably were 
formed in the meanderings of former water courses. 
These knolls, as well as the general surface soils 
surrounding them, are composed of extremely indurated 
clays. These clays, when dry, are so hard that they 
have been likened to concrete; modern orchardists 
often find it necessary to blast them. Cultural 
material of the »Early" period has so far been dis
covered only in connection with graves which were 
sunk into these knolls by the first (6) inhabitants 
of this region. No camp refuse has yet turned up 
in the ~ clay knolls, so that the archaeologist 
finds here human skeletons liberally equipped with 
associated artifacts, all of which are imbedded in 
clays so hard that they must be chipped away with 
an ice-pick or similar tool. 

The most striking feature in this situation is 
that the human bones, as well as bone artifacts, are 
well mineralized, perhaps fifty percent heavier than 
unmineralized bone, react to the tongue test, ring 
when struck with metal, and are, on the whole, ex
cellently preserved. There can be no question that 
the combined circumstances of poor drainage, which 
allowed mineralized waters to permeate into these 
knolls and act upon the imbedded bones and artifacts 
(which are heavily encrusted), together with the 
composition of the resident clays and the buried 

(5) Jeremiah B. Lillard, R.F. Heizer, and Franklin 
Fenenga, An Introduction to the Archeology. of 
Oentral Oalifornia, Sacramento Junior Oollege, 
Department of Anthropology, Bulletin 2, 1939. 

(6) At least, they may be considered the first 
until there is evidence to the contrary. 
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materials themselves, have produced this result. To 
make this picture even more intriguing, ~ of these 
hard clay knolls are capped with loose, ashy middens 
with much shell, animal bone, and charcoal, as well 
as human burials and artifacts. These midden caps 
apparently are just high enough to escape inundation 
and manifest none of the phenomena mentioned above. 
Neither bones nor artifacts have been mineralized or 
encrusted. Not only that, but the bones, compared to 
those in the underlying domes, are often broken and 
somewhat decayed. 

While it might be adduced that the deciding fac-
tor in whether or not the contents of these sites are 
mineralized is a matter of contour elevation and sub
jection to flood permeation,{7) the fact remains that 
there are some major distinctions between the hard 
knolls and loose, ashy caps. Among these are: 1. the 
differences shown by more exact artifact inventories 
than were formerly available, 2. the fact that the 
caps are evideuQe of actual and extended habitation, 
where the knoll materials are exclusively mortuary, 
3. an easily recognizable difference in the physical 
type from each type of deposit, even though the skel
etal material has not yet been examined by an expert. 
There is little doubt, then, that the underlying re
mains represent an older period of aboriginal history. 
In this case the older materials are far better pre
serv"ed than the more recent and are summarily char
acterized by the extensive mineralization of bone and 
encrustation of stone. 

Here a few years ago, was a situation ripe for 
another claim to antiquity. Indeed, a brief flare was 
soon quelled by A.L. Kroeber (8) who cautioned that 
objective analyses of soils, drainage, and exact chem
istry were indispensable to a correct solution. During 

( 7) A view which I held for sometlnle-,-in ""contradiction 
to that of Robert F. Heizer. However, since he 
has unrelentingly pursued the facts of this problem 
for more than six years and the artifact inventory 
has been published (Lillard, Heizer, and Fenenga, 
£Q cit.) the matter of contour elevation is no 
longer to be confused with cultural stratigraphy, 
even though it is still basic in consideration of 
chemical activity. 

(8) 11.!:.££i Man II , Science, volume 87, number 2250, 137-
138, 1937. 
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this time, I had some conversations with Charles 
F. Shaw of the University of California Soil Survey 
(December, 1936) in Vlhich he revealed that the 
skeletal remains of Caucasians buried in the Delta 
knolls since 1850 had become noticeably mineralized 
in les8 than seventy-five years! Obviously, no 
such recency can be claimed for the mineralized 
skeletons of the "Early" archaeological period, 
for we have at least one, possibly two distinct 
native cultures postdating it. It oan not be 
stressed too strongly, nevertheless, that the min
eralization process can not be taken ~ ~ as 
evidence of any constderable antiquity. 

The Oalifornia archaeologists have treated 
this matter with extremely good sense. They have, 
I am informed, gone to the trouble of analyzing the 
soils and chemistry in' some detail. As their find
ings have not been published, I am in hopes that 
they will be able to give to the NOTEBOOK a more 
detailed report than I can. 

2. On San Francisco Bay, to the west of the 
Delta area just mentioned, were formerly several 
huge shellheaps. The famous Emeryville Shellmound 
in Oakland is said to have been thirty-five feet 
high, the Ellis Landing Mound in Richmond twenty 
seven feet high. In both cases excavations revealed 
that habitation levels extend downward to six or 
eight feet below the modern mean tide contour. 
This is now generally taken to indicate land sub
sidence around the Bay shores after the mounds had 
already reached a considerable size. Oalculations 
based on ash and shell content of these mounds 
give a figure of about three thousand years since 
human occupation began on these particular sttes. 

Burials from both Emeryville and Ellis Landing 
range from surface to depths below modern mean tide. 
The skulls from the deepest burials appear to be 
warped from the great pressure of overburden. There 
are no apparent stratigraphic demarcations these 
mounds, from what I can gather from the field notes 
of those who excavated them. Rather, they were huge 
and essentially uniform accumulations of coarse 
SOils, ash, Charcoal, both crushed and whole shell, 
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and a high content of broken rock. (9) It is hardly 
to be expected that any specific soils can be connec
ted with the preservation of. skeletal rna terials from 
different depths. However, I b ieve it can be safely 
stated that human skeletons from the lowest levels -
1. e., perpetually wet sub-surface and sub-tidal levelE! 
- are at least as well preserved as those from the 
middle parts. Bones from burials near the sur e 
of the mounds, where the surrounding material is 
loose, ashy, and dry during at least several months 
each year, are in the poorest preservation of all. 
There is no mineralization in any of these remains, 
whether from near the surface or thirty feet deep; 
otherwise the fact of better preservation from earlier 
horizons is comparable in nature, if not in degree, to 
the observations made above for the Delta region. 

A tentative conc+usion may be made: the presence 
of oxygen contact with osseous material is a strong-
er agent of decay than any amount of moisture. Where 
a deposit is so compact that little or no oxygen can 
permeate into it, osseous material may lie, even in 
perpetual mOisture, for a long time without disinte
gration. On the other hand, a loose, ashy, easily 
sifted deposit permits entrance of oxygen which, to
gether with continual or sporadic moisture, allows 
decay to proceed. No doubt it is not as simple as 
this in specific cases. Moreover, only the matter of 
decay is conSidered, not active mineral replacement. 

3. Western and eastern Oregon present about as 
great climatic contrasts as may be found anywhere 
the United States. The Oregon coast receives heavy 
winter rains, varying from about 60 inches near the 
California line to 120 inches off the Columbia river. 
Temperature is quite equable the year arouno., freez 
and extreme heat being virtually unknown, due to the 
moderating influence of the Pacific Ocean. The 
country east cf the Casoades, including the middle 
course of the Columb river, is more continental. 
Except in high mountain ranges, the rainfall is only 

(9) Unfortun81ely, the Bay mounds have been largely 
destroyed in one way or another: by wave erosion, 
by highway and building construction, etc. These 
notes are based on my own observations of a few 
remnants. 
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from 12 to 20 inches. Temperatures vary from -30 
to about 112 degrees Fahrenheit. As is well known, 
the humid coast is very heavily timbered, the arid 
interior, sage and juniper desert. 

Having taken part in excavations on the immediate 
coast, in the climat ical1y intermediate Willamette 
Valley, in the middle Columbia gorge, and in the 
Great Basin sector of Oregon, it became apparent 
to me that sandy soils - and sand itself - areal
'ways extremely poor preservatives regardless of 
climate. For example, at Bandon on the Oregon coast (10) 
three burials discovered in a house-site datable 
at 1850-60 lay in loose coarse sand, soaked with 
rain and ground water most of the year. The bones, 
when found under a foot or two of shifting· sand 
were, except .for a few fragments, badly decayed. 
Considering that decay had gone so far in about 
80 years, we wondered if burials much older will 
ever be recovered from such sites. Similar con-
ditions were noted elsewhere along this coast, many 
shellmounds having no osseous remains of humetn beings 
whatsoever. However, many bone artifacts in fair 
condition may be found in these sites of sand and 
crushed shell. 

In the Willamette Valley, on the other hand, 
many sites consist of sticky clays or semi-indurated 
soils. A few badly decayed human and animal bones 
are occasionally found in shallow middens which 
probably represent fishing and acorn stations. These 
bones, including those in sites datable in the his
toric period (i.e" after 1800), have all disinte
grated into a so of cheesy substance which crumbles 
as soon as picked up. Superficially, these sites 
are somewhat like the indurated knolls of the Cal 
fornia Delta, but for some reason mineralization has 
never been started, nor has surface alteration of 
stone. 

Along the middle Columbia river, between the 
Cascade gorge and the Canadian line, archaeological 
sites are commonly found in connection with huge, 

'{10) Kenneth E. Leatherman- and Alex D. Krieger, 
Contributio..:!l§L to Oregon 9.2.§:.?t Pr~hist9...!'Y, Ms 
in press, A~mRICAN ANTIQUITY, 
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more or less shifting banks of fine sand and loess. 
Human remains as well as bone artifacts are commonly 
hopelessly decayed and sand-eroded through most of 
this region. This appears to be due primarily to 
the porosity and leaching action of the sands them
selves, and only secondarily to the destructive 
action of shifting sand. As on the humid coast, 
skeletons datable at ss than 150 years old are so 
decayed, regardless of varying amounts of moisture 
present, that it may be doubted that anything more 
than two or three oenturies old is preserved at all. 

Interestingly enough, skeletons recovered from 
rock slides along the Columbia and in the hinterlands, 
even though apparently contemporaneous with some 
sand-bank burials, are on the whole better preserved. 
Frequently, when the huge lava rocks are carefully 
removed from above such a grave, the bones are seen 
to be wedged in cavities between the rocks. Although 
air and moisture reach such bones quite readily, they 
are fairly solid where free air circulates around 
them, but are badly decayed wherever they press against 
the rock. The same result may be noted in cave de
posits containing but a slight amount of moisture: 
pressure against rock appears to accelerate the 
processes of decay. 

4. On dry beds in the Great Basin, as well 
as throughout the arid western plains and deserts, 
enormous numbers of artifacts are directly exposed 
to sun and heat, to salts and alkali, to abrupt 
changes in temperature between night and day. Flints, 
cherts, chalcedony, obSidian, etc., are common art
ifact materials and very commonly have undergone a 
surface alteration termed "desert varnish '!. Thts is 
a form of patination resulting from some chemical 
activity. Although I am not famil with the actual 
chemistry of this phenomenon, my impression has long 
been that a patination of this kind forms very rap
idly; indeed, few exposed artifacts are without some 
degree of it. ObSidian, for example, is not very 
different in composition from our commercial glass, 
yet glass often assumes a thorough patination with 
a few years exposure to direct sunlight; bits of 
glass exposed to 'rilineral sp:i'ing water very frequently 
assume a brittle coating of chemically-derived en
crustation very much like that found on many "ancient l., 

artifacts. 
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In conclusion, we have here another aspect 
of archaeological work in which glib generaliza
tions appear on every hand. We need - urgently -
to get information on specific causes and specific 
effects in specific situations. The results 
should be of first importance in gaining truer 
temporal reckonings. May I urge again that those 
with questions and those with ideas use the NOTE
BOOK as a clearing house? 

University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

POTTERY RESTORATIOF 
Howard Torrey 

Here in eastern Massachusetts there is need 
for an improved technique in restoring our Indian 
pottery. Much of this pottery is in a distress
ingly poor state of preservation - not only broken 
in small pieces, but the pieces themselves of ton 
so structurally weak due to deterioration of crushed 
shell tempering material, frost action, crushing, 
and other causes, that workers often throw it away 
in disgust. Seldom are the pieces of a pot found 
in a sufficiently strong condition to assemble. Thus, 
even though sherds here bear a seemingly almost in
finite variety of interesting incised desi~ls, our 
museums display pitifully few restored pots from 
this area. Yes 1 there is a definite need for a 
practical method to make more restorations possible. 

Using methods now in use we run into diffi
culties when attempting to save fragile material. 
One such method of restoration is, in part, briefly 
as follows. 

1 - Cleaning. Wash sherds carefully in water, using 
a soft brush to remove adhering dirt, sand, etc., 
paying particular attention to the edges, and allow 
to dry. 
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2 - Strengthening. Soak sherds in a binder of 10% 
solution of "Colorless Ambroid" in acetone until air 
bubbles cease to be given off, drain, and allow to dry. 
(A weak solution is used in order to get complete pen
etration and in order that no noti'cea::b"1~ film be left 
on the surface). 

3 - Assembling. Put sherds together, piece by piece, 
beginning with the bottom if possible, using 1IOolorles8 
Ambroid ll diluted somewhat with acetone as an adhesive. 

The difficulties are encountered in this third 
step. Here is an example. We sometimes find that a 
certain piece cannot be put in place because of its 
shape and the way in which it must interlock with pieces 
already in place, and that in order to insert su.ch a 
piece, those that block the way must be removed and 
the group reassembled in a different order. The method 
used to remove such pieces is to repeatedly apply 
acetone to the joints, using all possible care to 
prevent it from spreading. Even so, it softens the 
binder with which the pieces are impregnated, sometimes 
causing weak ones to break in new places, or even go 
to crumbs, as they are removed. Here is another example. 
When the bottom of a pot is missing or so badly crushed 
that it cannot be assembled, and we consequently find 
it necessary to start work at a higher point, it is then 
hard to immediately determine the exact curvature of a 
vessel. More or less crumbled edges of shards makes 
their proper alinement somewhat uncertain. Thus fre
quently the first ring of assembled pleces fails to 
come together exactly as it should - there is a gap 
or not enough space. So then, as before, necessary 
resoftening of joints jeopardizes the structure of the 
pieces themselves. 

To prevent these difficulties we seem to need a 
different binder - one that is not soluble in acetone, 
and of course also insoluble in water, or at least in
soluble after attaining dryness, so that a restored pot 
will not be affected by atmospheric moisture. The 
nature of the binder should be suoh that it will bridge 
across tiny cracks and hold particles together even 
though there is not close contact, and it should of 
course be unaffected by the heat of summer and extreme 
dryness, and of a color that will not materially chanr.;e 
the appearance of a specimen. 
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Many workers use "AlvaI' 7/70 n in place of 
"Colorless Ambroid tt throughout the work of restor
ation, but its use does not overcome the difficulties 
set forth.}Jeither would "AlvaI' 7/70" overcome the 
difficulties if used simply as the bindel', because 
it too is soluble in acetone. 

Reading, Mass. 

* * * • * * * * * * • * • • 

A NEED FOR TEmUNOLOGY 
- Madeline D. Kneberg 

In the first volume of AMERICAN ANTIQUITY there 
appeared a note in the correspondence section en-
ti tIed {'Accuracy in TerminologyU, by Cyrus N. Ray. 
In Volwne 2 appeared a follow-up by Arthur Woodward. 
In the succeeding volumes increasing interest has 
been shown in the subject of terminology, the cul
mination of which was the recent symposium at the 
meeting of the Society for American Archaeology in 
Indianapolis on April 26, and the appointment of a 
committee to work on the problem. This note repre
sents some impressions obtained at the meeting by 
one who has struggled for the past two years with 
the problem and its ramifications. 

The purposes to be served by terminological 
standardization might be more clearly defined. Al
though terminology is only our tool we must realize 
that our interpretations and conclusions will be no 
more accurate than our discrimination of typological 
entities and our ability to describe them accurately. 
The present preoccupation with terminology isa symp
tom of the need for a precision tool to aid in study
ing culture. In general, anthropologists are infin-
i tely more sophisticated in their speculations and 
theories than in the manipulation of raw data. For 
example~ there seems to be no purely objective means 
of demonstrating the difference between the indigenous 
industries of a community and the evidence of aborig
inal trade materials present in a component. Fre
quently the interpretation seems to come by "divine 
inspiration tl , although there is little doubt in most 
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cases that experience has qualified the investigator 
to draw his conclusions. As was pointed out at the 
r~cent meetings by Mr. Bullen of Massachusetts, no 
:science progresses very far until it is able to dis
tinguish and designate the elements with which it is 
concerned, as well as the complex recurring entities 
made up of these elements. 

The spatial, temporal, and cultural relation
ships of archaeological objects or groups of objects 
are the ultimate objective of archaeological research 
but the description required to identify the object 
must be the preliminary consideration. Concepts, as 
well as objects, are composed of a number of attri
butes, and it is hardly sufficient to define names 
of objects such as "celts", or concepts such as "med
iocre workmanship" unless the descriptive terms of the 
definitions can be standardized. A vocabulary of well 
defined nouns must be supplemented by equally specific 
adjectives. 

Standard terminology is the first step in class
ification, and systematic organization is the second. 
If one archaeologist chooses to ignore all attributes 
except shape, naturally his 'organization will differ 
from that of another archaeologist who includes 
material. When the individual investigator sets up 
a classification of his own material he 1s obliged 
to start out with a set of limited facts which he 
organizes for a limited purpose. The work of the 
newly appointed committee applies to an unlimited 
number of facts to be organized. into a re.ference sys
tem. The purpose of such a reference system is to 
permit new facts to be related to a comprehensive body 
of knowledge. It is a working system to which recourse 
may be made for comparison on the basis of specific 
attributes or elements. For this reason it is easier 
to organize the data by proceeding from the most general 
to the most specific features. The professional and 
amateur archaeologist alike could employ such a system 
with equal facility and without the necessity for es
oteric knowledge. This does not apply to the presenta
tion of results in publioations 'where it is desirable 
to employ convenient names as handles. The binomial 
system of pottery type nar~eB used in the Southwest, and 
more recently in the Southeast, affords a desirable 
nomenclature for presentation. It represents a gener
alization derived from analysis of specifio details. 
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However, it does not enable the uninitiated to 
make immediate identifioation of an object because 
the object is designated by only one physical 
at.tri bute to which has been prefixed a ographical 
nickname. 

In dealing with material culture there are 
certain industries which might serve as primary 
breakdowns. The technical system of a community 
is intimately rel~ted to the raw materials which 
have been employed in producing artifacts. Thus 
we have stone, bone, shell, pottery, and metal 
industries, breakdowns which are universally rec
ognized in pr~senting archaeological data. In 
addition we have industries such as architecture 
and weaving where construction methods and tech
niques might serve better than materials as the 
primary breakdowns. 

The moat important consideration should be 
the facility with which a special case might be 
related to the known information concerning similar 
objects. The characteristic attributes of objects 
selected by the committee as the ements upon 
which they will base their definitions should be 
descriptive characteristics, and applicable to as 
many materials as possible. To cite a specific 
example which received some discussion at Indian
apolis, the name "celt" is really a secondary term 
standing for an object identifiable by a definite 
series of characteristics. In possessing a bit 
the celt belongs to a large c ss of "bitted" 
artifacts. In other features it is more closely 
related to a smaller group of objects, espectally 
chisels and adzes. 

This communicatj.on is not intended as a dis
cussion of details but rather as a consideration 
of objectives to be served by the work of the 
committee on terminology. If the purpose of arch
aeology is to reconstruct history and analyze 
cultural processes, we must bear in mind that the 
congregation of traits or t t elements in a given 
instance (whether the instance is an object or an 
archaeological component,) is the result of a com
plex series of factors such as historical acc 
diffusion, and independent invention. For this 
reason it seems necessary to ascertain the mult e 
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individual relationsh of objects as we as the 
immediate circumstances of their associated occur
rence in the community being studied. We might set 
as our first object an inventory of American Indian 
material culture, which is systematically organized 
for reference and employs a standardized vocabulary. 
This would aid in consistent presentation of the data 
and allow the investigator to spend his time on the 
interpretative rather than the classificatory aspects 
of research. Archaeolo sts could spend their time 
more profitably in adding to the knowledge of history 
and culture processes than in attempting to set up 
new schemes of classifying a limited amount of data. 
They might also find more time to relate their con
tributions to the great existing fund of knowledge 
if they were saved the constant duplication of research 
involved in running down information which should be 
at their disposal in an organized reference file. 
The repository for such a file might be the Bureau 
of American Ethnology unless some research Foundation 
would undertake the task of preparation and maintenance. 

University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

* * ~ * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * ¥ 
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IN RETROSPECT 
Douglas ij. Byers 

Looking back over the year just closed we 
find the NOTEBOOK barely tottering along. At its 
birth, this medium was hailed by professional 
andnO:n-professional alike as a great addition 
to our archaeological literature. A bright future 
was forecast for it because of its informal nature. 
Its purposes seemed to be many 1 for various members 
of the Society saw in it at once a means for spread
ing technical knowledge regarding processes for 
the preparation and preservation of specimens, for 
sending up in an informal way ntria'l balloons" on 
controversial subjects with the hope of encouraging 
constructive criticism, for informal statements 
concerning items of transitory interest that had 
come up in the course of work, and for encouraging 
a generally free interchange of ideas and a dis
oussion of problems. In only a small way has this 
destiny been fulfilled. 

In no way can the Editor of the NOTEBOOK be 
blamed for this state of affairs. On taking over 
his duties in the fall, he wrote at length con
cerning the aims and ambitions of the publication; 
his statements were published in November. Reread 
what he had to say and you will be interested to 
see how he has asked for assistance from YOU in 
making the NOTEBOOK a success. He has cast his 
bread on the waters, but apparently the fish have 
eaten it all without being considerate enough to 
return even a quarter of it, let alone multiply it 
as the Biblical injunction would have us believe. 

Including this release, there have been six
teen oontributions to the NOTEBOOK, exclusive of 
the briefs of papers for the annual meetings of 
1939 and 1940. Of these contributions, six have 
come from the pen of three individuals. In other 
words, in spite of all the enthusiasm that people 
work up at various times, only thirteen people 
have taken the trouble to write anything for this 
release. Of these thirteen persons, at least three 
were solicited by the Editor. 
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The NOTEBOOK goes to bed for the summer with no 
material in its files. It is safe to say that the 
NOTEBOOK will stay bed until someone comes and 
makes a noise under the Editor's windows in one way 
or another; probably the most effective way would be 
through the call of the postman with something to be 
published. No publication .can survive without some
thing to feed on. If you people continue to lack in
terest enough to write articles, ask questions, send 
in bits of information, or pass on technical knowledge 
then there will be no more NOTEBOOKS, for the Editor 
canlt be expected to do it all. 

This release was intended to be something ava 
able to all; there's nothing formal or scareyabout it. 
If you want to see it perpetuated, you better do some
thing about it. Constructive ideas will always be re
ceived by anyone - suggestions are always welcome, but 
for Heaven's sake send something in. 

And so we say "Good-bye" for the summer, "Good 
luck, and good hunting to you all," 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

The minuten of the IndianaoC)lis Annual be 
the ~30ciety will a:pbear in the July ionue of CAN 
A:\;TI~HI'rY. The officers of the Society for 194o-Ln J 

who will take over on July 1 are: 
Presi nt: W. C. McKern 
Vice-President: Charles Amsden 
Editor: Douglas S. Byers 
Secretary-Treasurer: Thorne Deuel 

Accompanying these page~ is a table of contents pre
pared for the Notebook by Robert L. Stephenson, of the 
University of Oregon. The three pages on which it aDPears 
are unnumbered, in order that they may be inse at 
the beginni of the file if desired. 

* * * * * * * • • • • * 
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Now that I am no longer an officer of the Society, 
I ShOll like to talk over with yotr, as an individual 
m8mr.er of the Society, the future of the NOTEBOOK. 
For some reason or other it does not seem to cliok, 
and I am hOpl:lg that you may be able to help in giving 
t editor, Fred Johnson, some ideas and encouragement. 

The concept of an info mimeographed bulletin 
of the Society, which might be TH~ NOTE?OOK, was 
written into the By Laws for two reasons. Many of us 
felt that the mimeographed releases of a number of 
local archaeOlogical societies were proving very useful 
in maintaining the interest of indi v'idual members. 
Moreover, realizing that many potent members of the 
national Society might hesitate for several reasons 
to have their ideas placed print in A1:,fERIOANANTIQUITY, 
it was felt that an informal bulletin of this kind 
would give such individuals an opnortunity to express 
themselves. 

The first pages of THE NOTEBOOK were not issued 
in 1935 during. the first year of S()ciety because 
of the cost involved, and the uncertain number of 
possible members. As time went on it became more and 
more evident that some informal bullet of this kind 
should prove to be of interest to the membership. 
Finally, after many months of discussion and plann 
the first pages of THE NOTEBOOK appeared February, 
1939, on a schedule with which. you are all famil 
We still had some doubts as to the advi lity this 
increased service, because of the costs involved. How
ever we felt that if the membe~~hip approved of the 
idea, it would certainly be wo h continuing. 

I wonder if you realize what is involved from a 
practioal standpoint, in issuing NOT~BOOK. In the 
first placeFrederick_JohnsQn~ at An4oyer, Uasnach~settst 
must edit the contributions rece i ved frQ~n members, when 
and if they are received, for he has assumed the editorship 
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of this bullet"in as a labor love. Theclerical aff 
at Andover assists by cutting t stencils which must, 
however, be purchased. These stencils are then sent to 
t }JFuseum of Anthropology at the Uni versi ty of Michigan 
Whf:1'8 a thousand copies of each stencil are run off on 
the mimeograph machtn,e, and then sorted preparatory to 
being placed in envelopes and mailed. While the Museum 
contributes the use of ' the machine and as much of the time 
of its staff as it can, the paper, envelopes, and postage, 
must be purchased, and frequently the labor of additional 
~elp hired fo; this ~articular job must be I?aid. Depend
Ing upon whetner a 130 stamp or a 3d: stamp IS used on each 
envelope I the postage a1ol?-e for each issue amounts to be
tween $12.50 ~$14.50 Or $25.00 - $27.00. These supplies, 
extra labor,and postage, for'each issue amount to about 
$50.00 or $300:00 for six issues a year. 

Since the total income· ot the Society is secured only 
from memberships, and since-it is just about large enough 
to cover the cost of publishing four thin issues of AMERICAN 
-ANTIQUITY and pay trle cost of muell needed· clerical assist
ance for the editor'and the s~cretary-treasurer, it is 
doubtful whether it ,is worth while spending $300 on THB:: 
NOTEBOOK unless the members want,.to continue this informal 
mimeographed bulletin. 

The only' way in which the editor of this bulletin can 
determine what the members of the Society think of it is 
through the receipt of contributions and comments. During 
the last six months and more very very few contributions 
and almost no constructive comments have been received. 
Something is wrong. To be Sure there is a ,small handful 
of members who have expressed ,an opinion on thi s subj ect, 
But the editor does not know what. you as an individual 
think of THE NOTEBOOK, and there shQuld be,' some, way in 
which he can get that information. .In our democratic form 

, of living it hardly seems fair to a6,k Fred Johnson and a 
small handful of his personq.l friE;rids to work hard 
getting out issues of THE NOTKBOOK for you, without any 
help on your part. 

A number of suggestions have been made.- One of them 
is that the pages of THE NOTEBOOK be issued ,irregularly as 
and when sufficient mate al becomes available.' Another 
is that THE NOTEBOOK be devoted primarily to notes from the 
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several loc~l archaeological societies. A third is 
tha t a number of S O:i.' THE 1,IOTlCBOOK be devoted to 
listing the cca~ and ~egi~~~l a=chaeological 
societ ies and. outI. inL'g tLei:L~ obj 0ctivF;·S £cnd member-
shi p. One of or :i..glna:L :'deas £01' T']};:; J:iOTEBOOK was 
tha tit be an formal rUD felr dt 801.'.8Sio11 of a 
variety of archae0l 0al items of i HT8st to the 
members. It vras al(oo hOlJed that it might develop 
into a means by which members could ask one anot r 
questions and receive answers. 

I still think that THE NOTEBOOK is a .good idea, 
and I cannot for the life of me figure out why it does 
not seem to work. Won't you as an individual member of 
the Society please look over the back pages of THE 
NOTEBOOK and then send Fred Johnson a message telling 
him what you think of THE 'tWTEBOOK to date and what you 
think should be done about it tn the future'';) Unless 
there is positive indication that the members want to 
continue THE NOTEBOOK, I certClinly think the Society 
should not continue to spend &£300 upon it. 

You all know that the success of a radio program 
sponsored by commercial firms is judged by the response 
of those who listen to it. THE NOTEBOOK should be 
judged on the same basis. I know nothing would please 
Fred Johnson more than to get a big batch of fan mail 
which would enable him to reach a valid opinion con
cerning the usefulness of THE NOTEBOOK. I. know he will 
tell you all about it in subsequent pages of THE NOTE
BOOK if you will give him,something to talk about. 

Sincerely, 

CARL E. GUTHE 

* ~ * * * * * * * * ¥ * ~ * * * 
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,A FEW NOTES O1\T THE USE OF TRADE '100DS Dr ESTABLISHHTG 
HISTORIC CHRONOLOGY l5F ArCHAEOLOGICAL SITES 

Arthur Woodward 

During the past few years excavators in all parts of 
the United States have been working on archaeological 
sites having very definite historic ounds. However, 
in many instances the students emnloyed such work have 
di scove;red that tIle old methods of descr European 
ma teritHs found in conjunct ion with abori remains 
are no longer useful. It now becomes important to know, 
as nearly as it is humanly poss to determine, when 
these objects were obt ned by the Indians The identi-
ficationof specimens of European ori in a more precise 
manner be.comes necessary because , it not only gives the 
archaeologist very definite period dates for his occupa-

on of the site, but it also enables him to judge in a 
more logical manner the persistence of certain aboriginal 
cultural traits the various areas. Toward these ends 
the archaeologist is turning more more to a better 
analysis of the once despised European cultural remains. 

In this brief outline I shall endeavor to present 
a few of the items which may be used as common denominators 
in assembling chronological data. I shall not tempt to 
give descriptive det Is, how to determine the relative 
values of each specimen or class of materials so used. 
Each division of such specimens has its own voluminous 
background and the student who encounters these scraps 
of his own ancestral culture will discover the study 
of anyone phase of his own tribal e.thnologyand arch
aeology is far more extensive and time exacting than the 
often vague and indef te determination of prehistoric 
cultural remains of Amerioan I an. 

Glass Beads: These insign cant and often worthless 
baubles may well be termed e most common nominator 
in termining answer to almost any problem in h1s
toric-archaeological chronology. Glass beads were from 
the first contacts in the 16th century the one stab 
trade element among practically all of tribes of North 
America. They have continued in vogue until the 20th 
century. Thu.s we have a virtually unb pedtgree of 
a trade element which can be traced down the centuries in 
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the di regions. The W;1e of glass beads in de-
termining ch:::-onololS,'f of any historic si te is de-
pendant upon a na,Y)oer of additional factors. First, 
the mass of evidenoe as produced by the presence 
certain type beads fo'...:.nd in a number of scattered 
sites throughout the country must be considered 
relation to the presenoe of 0 European mater 
of the same period. Once ese fundamentals have 
established for type speclmens, then, the type specimens 
can and most cases do, stand by themselves, and the 
student who has become versed the field of historic 
archaeology can make his field deductions without re-
course to ensive references orr the subjeot. A safe 
rule for archaeologists encountering historic mater 
is to date his discovery from presence 6f the latest 
material .. Thus we may find 17th and 18th oentury speo
imens on the same site. However, it is obvious that 
if certain types of glass beads which were made the 
17th century, and did not carryover into the middle 
of the 18th century, are found in conjunction with 
beads that did not originate unt after the middle 
of the 18th century, then the problem is reduced to 
a simple premise; the burial or house site upon which 
these 18th century beads have been discovered mingl 
with 17th century beads, must belong to the 18th and 
not the 17th century. 

The Use other European specimens from this or 
other sites now becomes important in deciding when 
the course of the 18th century se partlcular beads 
were obtained. The 17th century beads offer a qhance 
for speculation as to how they happened to be there 
but in reality they are unimportant when the mass of 
evidence supports the 18th century determination of 
the occupation of the site or cemetery. 

To supplant the bead evidence it then becomes 
necessary to furnish proof of the origin of the other 
18th century specimens. This is done by a multitude 
of approaches. There are known es for certain 
mechanical inventions. Documentary and contemporary 
pictorial evi hundreds of volumes and graphic 
representations of the different iods of European 
history is entiful. Museums i vate collect" 
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contain actual dated specimens. The amount of 
one may gather is limited only by the ience 
genuity of the student doing the researoh. 

Even in the manufacture of s 
methods of manufactu~e as well as ... 
coloring of the beads enters into Tribal 
preferences, sometimes based upon abori efs, 
play an important part. Thus in 16th century Mexico one 
might readily expect to find large, s beads on 
historic contact sites in those areas where jadeite 
played such a prominent part in the eoonomio and igious 
life of the people. Similarly one might expeot the quick 
adoption of red coral beads or imitations of the same 
among our own Southwestern Puebloan people, upon 
the extensive usage of the shell beads of the same gen
eral appearance in texture and color that were traded 
in aboriginal times from the Gulf of Oaliforn 

Likewise, in an area where quill-work was the prin- . 
cipal mode of decorating garments, one might expect to 
find the fine s~ed beads in greater quantities in 
a region where quill-work was not practiced. Of course, 
these observations may not always hold true, but 
quently they can be used as a theoretical e upon 
which to work until such theories are nullified by a mass 
of contrary evidence, or are confirmed as facts by an 
equal weight of positive evidence. 

Gun and Sword Furniture: The metal remains of opean 
weapons offer another fertile field for determining the 
periods of Indian sites. Firearms and all sorts of edged 
weapons and pole arms evolved along very definite lines. 
Naturally, as is the case with all objects of material 
culture of almost any group of people, there are examples 
of lags wherein the invention of one period is 
carri over into the suoceeding period or periods. So 
it is with European weapons. On the other hand, the new 
inventions, for example, the methods of igniting powder 
in hand fire arms, do occur within definite periods and 

d methods become obsolete. Similarly the hilts and 
s of edged weapons, swords, sabers, daggers, etc., 

radically under the influence of different schools 
e and offense. There are national traits visible 

such changes these are :reflected in the decorative 
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elements and the workmanshin of the various snecimens. 
Not infrequently we find th~t an 18th century hilt 
may be refitted with a 19th century blade, or. vice 
versa, an 18th century blade may have a 19th century 
hilt. This interchange has continued for ages. Hence, 
it behooves the student to know these changes in 
order that he may not become confused in his chron
ological determinations. 

Metal axes whether of the common woodsman's 
type or battle axes of earlier periods offer other 
problems. When such items are copied and recopied, 
it is necessary to recognize the slight changes in 
order that proper diagnosis of that..particular specimen 
may be made. Pipe tomahawks from various tribes offer 
a fertile field for such research. 

Military weapons of all lands offer some of the 
best example of identifiable material. Usually, the 
military were the first to standardize equipment and 
often they are marked. Similarly manufacturing 
companies· making both civilian and military equipment 
frequently add their marks. 16th, 17th and 18th cen
tury European specimens often bear guild trademarks. 
Famous armourers left their stamps upon all manner of 
weapons. Thus, it may readily be seen that a careful 
and close scrutiny of every scrap of metal found in an 
excavation is necessary if one is desirous of making 
a more accurate determination of the period of the 
material found. 

Ornamental motifs on gun locks and all manner of 
gun furniture, particularly brass and bronze ,silver 
or German silver, ornamentation, trigger guards, thimbles, 
butt plates, etc. may indicate the origin and period 
of the piece. 

The shape of gun cocks, size of flints, colors 
of flints, workmanship on flints, etc. all have a 
distinct bearing upon the problem. Methods of rifling, 
shape of barrels, size of bore, these too play their 
part in the analysis of fire arms of all periods. 

European Ceramics: This is a field seldom explored by 
the students of American archaeology and ethnology yet 
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it is most impor when one encountersfragmen ts of 
European or American porcelains or pottery. 

Needless. to say rami cations this study are 
endl but it must be remembe that e are c1al-
ists in this field who been able to trace the life 
histories of different wares more thoroughly and 
cisely than any aboriginal ware will ever be traced. 
Hence we have introductory dates and closing dates in the 
manufacture of certain European ceramics. Many fragments 
are marked and thus are dated. Hence the sherds of 
European or American ve Is are most important in check
ing the.periods of those sites upon which they are found. 

Of course there are wares, or possibly I should say, 
fragments of wares that are too nondescript to provide 
accurate identification. In such instances miracles should 
not be expected of the specialist making the id ification. 

Clay Pipes: Included under European ceramics are the 
pipes, usually of fine white clay, found on many Indian 
sites. As.with all objects of forei manufacture, these 
pipes have finite period character ics. A few cri
teria tabe remembered judging pipes manufactured .in 
England, Holland, France or the United States are, size 
of bowls, presence or non-presence of the spur or el, 
the shape of the spur or heel, length of stem and last 
but not least the sundry initials other marks on stem, 
bowl and he Ii/hen fragments of clay pipes of European 
manufacture are encountered, they should be Bcrut ized 
for all of these litt~e means of identification. 

Metal Ornaments: Within certain areas metal ornaments 
consisting of bracelets, fi I' ,brooc s, ear rings, 
head bands, gorgets, crosses, hair e8, hair pipes. etc. 
may be found copper, brass~ silver or alloy such as 
German silver. These should be examined for initials of 
the makers, or, if the objects are of good ooin silver a 
series of hall marks. 

The silver ornaments offer the most accurate methods 
of obtain dates for the manufacture of the pieces 
Question. decorative mot sand st e of design fre-
~uentlyaid in placing the objects in a finite riod. 
The baser metals, copper, brass and German silver are less 
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valuable as t checks, with the possible exception 
of Getman silver which metal occurs within t first 
thr decades of the 19th century and continues in 
vogue until the present day. Here style of ornament 
and designs aid in the dating of specimens. 

Not infrequently thin sheet silver or German silver 
was used as orn1;lmeD inlay upon the stems and metal 
blades of pipes, tomahawks, gun stocks and pistol butts. 
These ornaments are sometimes found in burials or on 
village sttes. The custom prevailed among certain 
tirbes east of the Mississipui cutting up or hammer-
ing out silver medals or ornaments issued to them by 
the ous· ionals. Sometimes these scraps of re-
worked metal beHr very definite marks that are valuable 
in making identifications, hence no fragment of si 
whether in the· form of a recognized ornament or 
into a metallic jingler, should be overlooked as 
identifiable material. 

These are a few of the types of objects of European 
or American manufacture that should be scrutinized 
carefully whenever a chronological sequence is desired. 
Obviously it is impossible in this brief sketch to in
dicate within each division the methods to be used in 
such identification. However this simple outl may 
serve as a guide to students working the archaeo
logical field when they find specimens of other than 
aboriginal manufacture and turn the thoughts into 
allied channels of research which IIvill ultimately prove 
benefici to them in their anthropological pursuits. 

ON CAVE ANALYSIS 
Robert M. Adams 

Missouri is dotted with large numbers of cave 
shelters, many of which have been occupied by the 
aborigines. The most famous of se are the cave 
shelters of Missouri and Arkansas made known by the 
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invest ions of ltL R. Harrington (1) and the invest iga-
tions carried out by C. Peabody, ~.K.Moorehead and later 
by V.C .. Allison at Jacob's Cavern (2). More recently 
Dr. Carey Croneis, geol st of the Univers of Chicago, 
has en c~rrying out stigations at tpeter 
Cave ter on the Saline Creek, a few miles from the 
MissisaippiRiver (3). 

Since last November the Academy of Science of St. 
Louis has been carryi on investigations a large 
cave shelter known 10 as "Hidden Vall Cave" (Js7) 
near Missouri river Jefferson Count (4). This 
site is located a mile inland from the bank of 
the Mississippi River. It waS staked out in two meter 
squares. Our excavations started by work the squares 

step fashion and in 10 centimeter levels until we dis
covered fireplaces and artifacts strewn around them at 
which time we expanded sufficiently to photograph and draw 
such complexes, ftreplaces and groups surrounding 
artifacts in one level. 

(1) Harrington, M.R., The Ozark Bluff Dwellers, AA, n.s. 
vol.26, 1924, pp. 1. 

(2) Moorehead, W.K. C. Peabody, The orations of 
Jacob Cavern, in #1, Dept. Archaeology, 
Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass., '1904. 
Allison, V,C' 1 The Antiquity of the Deposits of 
Jacob's Cavern, AMNH-AP, vol.19, pt.6, N.Y. J 1926, 
pp.297-235. 

(3) Croneis, C" Possible Evidence of storic Man in 
Southeastern Missouri, Bull. of the 01. Soc. of 
America, vol. 50, no.la, pt.2, Dec.l, 39. It is 
my understand that Dr.· Croneis is to publish more 
fully on this ject shortly. 

(4) A short summary our work to date in the shelter 
known as Js7 will be published sho in the Notes 
And Comments Section of AMERICAN ANTI TY. 
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Unexpectedly we fore to abandon this tech-
nique of excavation temporarily becaus.e the appear-
ance of a downdipningh-umus lens on several of a 
number stratification control blooks.,50 oentimeters 
square, that we had left standing at th corne~s of 
squares. had a suspicion that .this downward dipping 
humus prafi represented a mOre recent sil tfill and 
that debr at the ends of the shelter flanking is 
more re fi was an original ier fill that 
had not been eroded away. Our tech:1ique of excavation 
was then changed. to work out a trenoh clea;r aoross t 
shelter under the overhang down to bed rock within 
the id system. As a. suIt we were able take 
pho ographs and make drawings of vertical evations 
showing relations:1ip of the various horizontal dark 
lenses left by occupation. Thus our theory that 
there was a later and an earlier fill was demonstrated 
and has justified. our modified excavation teChnique. 
The most important results of t modified procedure 
in this particular instance ls that it gave us a pre
view of the sequence of cultures as indicated by 
horizontal occupation lenses ane by counts of artifacts 
and sherds according to level. result is that now 
we can approach the remaining deposits expecting to 
find continuation levels of oQcupation already 
termined by our preliminary trench. 

Excavation on another small cave shelter (Js30) 
the southern part of the same county presented a 

different problem. Here deposits lay out in.the 
talus bank in a narrow st under the furthest out-
ward extension of the overhang, while the shelter floor 
was completely barren (5). Thesedeposi ts· w'ere inter-
mingled to such a very great extent with len rocke 
from the shelterroof that it was negessary to .work 
everyth out in 10 .cent ter levels within a trench 
2 meters wide. We could not hope to Dhotograuh rela
tionships of horizontal lenses Ie to give us a preview 
of what to expect in further excavations. 

(5) Except for a number of very low stream outlets or 
very small caves in which found numerOUS .sherde 
and artifacts. 
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Our experience has been that excavations in a shelter 
in short vertical levels within a well def grid 
system leaving adequate control blocks standi,ng in the 
nature squares or r blocks at given intervals 
is absolutely essential. However, after these rules 
are observed it seems necessary to modify cave ~helter 
excavations if possible to obtain th~ cleare preli~inary 
picture of not only the archacological but the geological 
situation involved as soon after excavations have started 
as possible. Thus far our inveBt iga tions this region 
have shown us that cultural materials are found in pockets 
and indicate that the cave shelters were occupied by many 
small hunting parties over a long period of time. 

* * * * '" * * 

OUR NOTEBOOK - WHAT IS WRONG~ 
Roscoe Johnson 

In the last pages of THE NOTEBOOK an article by 
Douglas Byers points out that material for these pages 
has been coming in 80 slowly that wi thout increase TF..E 
NOTEBOOK will not exist. These pages are too valuable 
and important an instrument to the amateur in parttcular 
to lost. 

To the writer it seems that the 
to If show up II for publ ica t ion may not be 
the fact that mater and questions do 
the answers are be found and mater 

lure of material 
due as much to 
not exist as ,that 
used "nearer home". 

The NOTEBOO~ seems to be the means, and only means, 
for the aotive as well as the inaotive archaeologist to 

sent his informal problems and ideas before an inter-
national membership answers and aid. This point is 
something to "size "well. 

The active or professional archaeologist by the very 
circumstances that make him a professional (active exper

noe, museum work, literature at hand and contacts) would 
not it seems have the number of questions to ask as would 

inactive or amateur side of the oup. If this a 
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fact, it drops the fault right into amateurls lap. 

If the writer has grasped activities correctly, 
about the time THE NOTEBOOK was born there was a 
eral bursting out of state societies these 

subsequently divided into local gr Just how 
many state societies exist the wri ts he does 
not know. 

Right here let it be clearly stat f that no 
lnisunderstanding may arise, the writer whole heartedly 
b ieves in the formation of the state soci ies but 

a believes, and thinks no one dispute, that 
NOTEBOOK is the only avenue open putting your 

paint before the archaeologist of the country at large 
as las to those members beyond our boundar s. 
And that which is good for the majority certainly is 
r and should not be lost. 

It must be admitted that any such r flung or
ization as the national society) or rather inter

national society, cannot sponsor or supervise mapping 
local sites, the digs, or pay any such particular 

attention to local activities as these state societies 
can and do. 

It certainly must seem to the members the 
various state societies that these state societies are 

-much closer to them than the inter-nati soc ty, -
as meetings, digs, and like act ties of the 
state and local bodies are within reach. It naturally 
is, as something that can be reached at and touched, 
sort of a realistic being, while the meetings of the 
inte society can be attended by a very few, 

to ,and somewhat of a fe 
this is a meeting for thOSe higher up. 

Someth that can not be reached at and tOUChed, sort 
of a spiritualistic being. 

As s ed above, the wri ter does not know the 
number of states having societies, but that they are 
increas seems certain. Also, he thinks that many 
questions and articles that would come to THE NOTEBOOK 
if the s e ization did not exist are being 
answered and prese ed by and to these separate soc ties, 
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as the feeling of closeness in these societies naturally 
ves the individual a sense of having more room 

and his problems are taken up personally w iends 
and acquaintances, among whom is usually one or more 
active members. 

It would seem that if these questions and problems 
are really worth presenting to a few for t ir views, that 
some of them should be presented to the NOTEBOOK; that the 
views of a greater number of persons certainly would be a 
much broader view, and members of the inter-national so
ciety, not belonging to the particular state society are 
just as interested in many of the questions problems 
as are the members of that state society. When these 

ons are merely put before the state 
do not get beyond them. Just a little 

will let us all in on the news, and 
seeing the replies to these points. 

Often a question may have more than one 
Di personal views and the chance of ob the 
broadest pOini of view lies in the wide scope 
NOTEBOOK, so as well as asking iour questions in 
meet of the state groups why not send the same 
que to THE NOTEBOOK. Is not one Doint of society 
the ion of knowledge? 

interesting articles of a non-technical e 
are 0 en printed in many of the state publications. 
Why not have the editors of the various state soctet s 
s~nd these also to the editor of THE NOTEBOOK? 

Mr. David Howell, who made such an interesting and 
instructive reply "Comments Concerning Mine ogical 
TerminologyH, p.42 'might, if he can find time, send 
an icle on the agents of petrification and me of 
action or a short item now and then on other rocks and 
min s other than those mentioned on page 42 as re 
must be many others interested and eager to learn more 
on this subject. 

If any institution or individual is able to inform 
me as to where I secure post card sets of. abori 
American house types, I would greatly appreCiate it. I 
would 1 to t them if possible from the Esk 's 
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igloo to the Fuegan's lean-to, or any part of them. 

Keep clearly in mind that no thought of attack 
on state sooietiesis intended by this article, but 
simply that THE NOTEBOOK must have mate to exist. 
The shortage of this material indicates that some
thing is wrong and so fine and important an instru
ment as THE NOTEBOOK, which 10W8 everyonets 
problems to be placed before members in the four 
corners of the world,should not pass out without 
some effort made at least to take its Dulse and 
temperature. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

FURTEER NOTES ON THE DOLLY BOND STEATITE q,UARRY 
Ripley P. Bullen 

In the abstract of my r on the Dolly Bond 
Steatite Quarry near Worcester, Massachusetts pub
lished in the April, 1940 NOTEBOOK of the Society 
for American Archaeology, pages 104 and 105, I re
ferred to a horizontal steatite powder floor and 
raised a question as to the possibility of there 
being 80me chronological evidence to be found by 
further investigation. On June 6th, 1940 additional 
work was done and the readers of the NOTEBOOK may be 
interested in the findings. 

A trench 6 x 3 feet was put down and the powder 
floor was found at a depth of out 27 inches. It 
extended into the excavation from the southeast corner 
30 inches to the north and 20 inches to the west. In 
it was found 1 pick, 1 chisel-like tool and several 
chips. 

Abovc the powder layer, approximately 250 pieces 
of steatite were found of which about one-third were 
worked '. two b.oulders weighi abo.ut 20. pounds, 10 picks ~ 
1 hammer one, 5 scrapers (one with secondary chipp ), 
7 chips ,. 2 pieces of gneiss which looked as though 
they might have been used as rubbing stones and the 
end of a small narrow vessel with a rudimentary 
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handle. A lens of powder, 10 inches in diameter was 
also found near one of the boulders at a depth of 

inches and just below it the rim of a shallow vessel. 
There was another lens of powder at a depth of 23 
inches and a ry thick one 24 inches below the surface. 

About 135 pieces of steatite, many which were worked, 
were found below the powder layer. Also there were 
15 picks, a hammer stone, 2 scrapers, a maul, a small 

t blank and the end of a small round vessel with a 
tiny knob handle. There were also several deposits 
of charcoal. 85 inches deep there were pockets 
of charcoal almost covering the area at this po 
and some places about 1 foot thick, 

The bottom of the debris was found at a depth of 
7 feet 9 inches and lying on top of biotite mica. An 
inspection of the tools shows no di erence whatsoever 
above and below the powder layer. An assumption might 
well be made that the north end of the quarry was 
worked down first by the Indians and the debr piled 
in that end as the work progressed towards the south, 
and that one time a shelf on this debris was used 
at a certain stage in the laying down of the deposit 
as a working floor, thus account for the horizontal 
powder layer about 10 feet long by only about 3 et wide. 

The two soapstone vessel fragments found had differ
ent lugs, or handles, than those found last year. 
is possible that they may indicate ier or else de 
cadent types, but the evidence i~ too meager for any 
hypothesis. 

It seems from this investigation that we can be 
sure that this quarry was used by only one group of 
people hough probably for a fair length of time, due 
to the superimposed deposits nf powder, but not over a 
sUfficient number of years to have any change re t in 
the tools used in manufacturing. 

It is interesting to note that picks on exhibition 
at the Peabody Museum on Cambridge and at the Robert S. 
Peabody Foundation for Archae ogy in Andover are uniform
ly of a different type than those found at the Dolly Bond 
Quarry. The ones at Dolly Bond were short and wide, 
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single pointed and manufactured by chipping while, 
in general, the others are long and narrow, many 
double ended, with comparatively little chipping 
and in about one-third of the cases are polished 
at .the point by grinding or use. None of those in 
the Doliy Bond Quarry have this polish. The in
terestingpoint is not only that they are different 
but also that those at Andover andOambridgecome 
from the Indian steatite quarry at Bramanville which 
is less than one mile distant from the Dolly.Bond 
Quarry. There are some chipped ones at Oambridge 
but they came from the North Wilbraham Quarry. 

'I'he pot forms from Bramanvilleare rather close 
to those from Dolly Bond although more very large 
vessels seem to be represented. 

* * ** * * * * * * ~ ~ ¥ * * * 

II MUXES II - WHA T ARE THEY? 
Roy Latham 

In the local literature there are conflicting 
statements regarding the identity of muxes which are 
mentioned in the early historical records of Long 
Island. Muxes are associated with Indian deeds in 
the transfer of land. Primets History of Long Island 
states that muxes are small brad-awls used in making 
wampum. Thompson's History of Long Island says muxes 
are fish~hooks. Griffin's Journal speaks of them in 
the sale of Plum Island, N.Y. (1666) as follows: "A 
barrel of bus cui t, 100 m:uxes and a few fish-hooks, . the 
total value no over ten dollars". Anotherauthority 
calls muxes ee spears. Fish-hooks and eeel-spears 
are entirely diff~rent implements. The latter 
used locally for pulling eels from the mud where they 
are. bedded after frost, or for use with a light at 
night ..... whether the natives understood fire-lighting, 
as this method is called On LQng Island, I do not know. 

The Beebe family was one of the early owners of 
Plum Island, mentioned above. One of the aged descen
dants in the Beebe.line, who died years ago in Orient 
and whose father lived on Plum Island, told me that it 
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was understood in his family thatmuxe@ were.oddsand 
ends - a miscellaneous lot of articles which may have 
included fish-hooks, eel-spears, tools, household utensils, 
etc. 

While this question is not strictly of an~rchaeolog
lcal nature, muxes were the'first step removed from the 
primitive artifact. Perhaps readers of the NOTEBOOK 
may offer. furt.her information c<Jucerning muxes. 

~. * * * * ** • * * * * ~ * * * * * * • * 

USEFUL AIDS TO EXCAVATION USED BY THE U~JIVERSITY OF 
TENNESSEE 

Charles H. Nash 

Stee;I.Sta,kes: For staking out a site we have turned to 
the use of steel stakes about 3/8 inch in diameter and 2 
feet long. These are painted with red lead. to prevent 
rust and 'capped with small blocks of wood which can 
slipped on and off. These blocks are painted white and 
are used fO.r recording the sq. numbers of the stake id 
system. With these stakes, which can be made from 
type Of steel rod at a very reasonable pri,ce, the st ing 
of a site is very much simpl'ified due to ttbe ease and 
accuracy. wi th Which .they dan be driven compared to the 
more bulky wooden stake. In addition their permanency 
makes. them.a ,cheaper investment than wooden stakeS'. In
Cidentally it has been found that they can be much easier 
handled if the end is not pointed, but left blunt. 

Because it is not always possible to 
or similar instrument constantly. on the 

we have adopted a system of Grade Stakes which are 
set in or near every sq. and leve~ed to give even Datum 
Readings such as 6 feet or 6.5 feet. This reading is then 
recorded on the·stake with lumber crayon, From this stake 
a rod with a bubble level attached can be .sVilUng over the 
entire sq. and datum readings quickly and conveniently 
t . So much does this simplify work with large of'ews 
that it has been used even when an instrument is !!.vailable. 

th means workmen within a s4. can constantly check 
s to see that they are digging at a correct depth 
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and that the bag into which midden materials are placed 
is correctly marked. 

Sprinkling s;lstern: During hot weather work is often 
hindered by the fact that soil dries .out so fast and 
so .hard that such things as post molds, pits,wall 
trenches etc, become very 11ard to see if not impossible 
to find and much ih the way of valuable information 
can be lost. Sprinkling water over the ground solves 
these problems, however, the method or wetting surfaces, 
particularly high mound profiles was simplified in the 
following manner! A fifty gallon drum (preferably gal
vanized) was fitted with a water faucet in the bung 
hole at one end. On the side of the drum was a small 
plug about 4 inches in diameter and this was fitted 
with an air valve taken from an old inner tube (the 
old metal type of valve is necessary since the modern 
rubber ones dan not be fitted into this plug). A50 
foot section of garden hose was attached to the faucet, 
the dru.m filled with water, top plug screwed on and 
made air tight with a mason jar rubber ring, and a 
tire pump used to force air into the drum until enough 
pressure was built up to force water some 50 or 60 
feet. With this pressure system it was a simple matter 
to keep an entire dig wetted dawn and in ad shape to 
see all disturbances. 

The Marking of Plotted Post Molds: After plotting all 
post molds within a sq. the archaeologist is then 
confronted with the problem of marking them in such 
a way that he will not have to worry with them again 
on a lower level. To solve this Droblem we secured 
a supply of colored. clay (red, white when possible or 
any other which would contrast with the color of the 
soil in which we were working) mixed it with water unt 
it was thin enough topOUl' readily. An iron rod WaS 
then used to make a central shaft or hole through the 
length of the post mold and this was filled with the 
clay paste. This column of clay thus marked the post 
mold as one already plotted and no confusion resulted 
as the excavation was carr downward. 

Drying Racks; It has been found expedient to wash and 
clean all specimens in the field as soon after they are 
found as possible so that Field Men may have a good 
opportunity to see the material as it comes out. This, 
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of course, has many points of ~antage since it enables 
one to interpret and re ize problems of relationship 
at the time rwhen they can best be handled. Many problems 
of operating a field ulaundr3TIl have cropped up) probably 
the most serious which is fhe drying of ma.terial during 
the wet winter months. This has been nicely taken care of 
by digging a pit about 6 feet long and 3 feet wide, placing 
over it as heavy a piece of metal sheeting as can be found, 
bracing it underneath with metal bars taken from junk yards 
or wherever found, covering the whole with a thick layer 
of sand shifted through a fine mesh screen. Wi thin the pi t, 
a fire is built hot enough to warm the sand and then kept 
smoldering day long. Sherds, animal bone, specimens of 
all sorts not hurt heat are then washed, placed on a 
piece of t)aper id on the sand to dry. Here one must 
be careful not to heat the sand too hot since too much heat 
would scorch or t specimens. A charcoal fire wi 
found more s~tis tory than a wood fire since the heat is 
bettercontrc»11ed and steadier. Many refinements are, of 
course, possible the construction of a heater such as 
this but this s procedure will be found very satisfactory. 

Ground Plan .Board: For ground-planning some of the exten
sive sites and mounds which we have excavated a very conven-
ient board has n devised. This is composed of a s e 
frame 2~ feet e and 3 inches deen. Within this 
and centrally d on the top side- is a piece of plywood 
fitted so that takes up about two thirds of the e. 
This becomes t drawing board over which coordinate r 
is rolled by means of rollers placed at either end of the 
frame en the outside pieces and the board. 
These rollers are fitted with small metal with a 
wing nut fitted on so that it can be run up t the 
side of the and so hold the roller 
position, One roller is placed on the 
a sl so it can be removed, while the r is non 
removable, The small cranks should be threaded to receive 
the wing nut before being fastened to the er. A small 
iron rod can driven into the opposite end of the roller 
and fitted 0 a washer used as a bearing set into the 
frame. roller is placed in the frame, handle 
inserted 0 a hole drilled to receive it tened 
by a pin run through a small hole drilled through the 
roller and crank. 

******* ****** 


